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Spartan Stadium seating to be expanded
By Patty Kamysz
After nearly two years of seeking $2 million in funds
for SJSU’s Spartan Stadium, a financial plan has been
approved and the stadium will get its 8,500-seat expansion by next year, according to university officials.
Last week the Chancellor’s office approved the leasing of 12 luxury boxes which will cost from 8110,000 to
8150,000 apiece to generate the funds necessary for the
stadium’s expansion from its present 21,500 seats to 30,000 seats.
SJSU has already leased nine of the boxes and they
have a verbal agreement on one more, said Ernest
Lopez, director of community relations. The other two
boxes are expected to sell quickly, he said. "I don’t think
there will be any problem at all," he added, citing exam-

ples last week where various individuals expressed interest in leasing a box.
These indoor seating facilities will be built on the
mezzanine as part of the expansion and will include basics such as plugs, electricity and lights, Lopez said. The
boxes will fit 22 seats but the lessee can furnish the interior as desired including couches, instead of seats, bars
and carpeting.
Construction could begin by late summer depending
when the two boxes are leased and when contracts are
put out to bid, he said.
Plant Operations plans to "proceed full blast with the
drawings," said Henry Orbach, associate executive vice
president for facility development and operations. Because most of the engineering plans had already been
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Thomas Hardy
Powell examine the first ’Banter’
Friday near the Student Union.

By Jessica Paioff
Having two convicted killers vie for the Banter’s
"Man of the Year" title could have been a problem,
but the publishers of SJSU’s newest magazine seem
unconcerned.
"I feel great about it," said co-publisher/business
manager Alan Day. "We’re waiting with bated breath
for them to pick up their awards."
"But we’re armed," said fellow publisher/business manager Craig Carter.
Streleski and White were chosen because we
"wanted to make a point," Day said. "It’s funny and
yet it’s poignant at the same time."
Student response yesterday to the publication was
favorable.
"It’s great, it’s fantastic," said Kris Tueller. She
liked it, she said, because it was "so off the wall."
Another student, Steve Wetzel!, said he heard
about the Banter on a local radio station last week
"Ws funsy_air9),Ws. daring ins wgy,’:be said. _
AltRough he hadn’t read this issue VetTioTirnalism
Prof. Dave Grey said he feels that there’s a place for a
magazine like the Banter on campus.
"I just hope they don’t go raunchy," he said.
The magazine has also drawn considerable attention from the media. KG Channel 7 News was at
SJSU yesterday to interview Day and Carter, and the
story made the front page of the San Jose Mercury Saturday. And, according to Carter. United Press International recently released a story
Although some East Coast universities, namely
Harvard and Yale, have off-color publications, SJSU is
the first on the west coast to do so. and that is the reason for all the attention. Day said.
Although the first two issues will be free, starting
with the third issue there will be a 25 cent to 50 cent
charge.
"The first two issues will be loss leaders so that we
can develop a following," Day said. "The fee is nominal. It should be no imperative to a quality magazine."
The majority of the $3,000 it cost to publish this
issue came from Associated Students. Day and Carter
had originally projected a cost of over 85,000 but had to
make some compromises when they were unable to
raise the entire amount.
Instead of a high-quality, glossy paper like the
type used for magazines, they used newsprint. They
also had to cut down on the number of copies.
By the time they release their third issue next fall
or the following spring, Day and Carter expect the
magazine to be self-supporting through advertising
and street sales revenues, according to a budget presented to A.S. earlier this semester.
The Banter is the main function of Athenian Lampoon, a club started last semester by Day and Carter

Rec Center to receive $100,000
By Dan Koga
In its April 25 meeting, the Spartan Shops Board of
Directors approved a recommendation to establish a designated fund and make an initial contribution of 8100,000
for the proposed Recreation and Events Center.
The recommendation came from the Spartan Shops
Unallocated Surplus Committee which reviews requests
for funds from recognized campus organizations or campus affiliated programs. The committee then makes its
recommendations to the board for a vote.
According to Ray Flores, Spartan Shops controller,
the funds for allocation come from the surplus funds
from Spartan Shops Incorporated after Spartan Shops
pays off its bills. Because it is a non-profit corporation it
cannot retain more than a 5 percent profit each year.
The $100,000 contribution came from a balance of
$151,543.23 that remained in the unallocated surplus account after the committee’s initial recommendations
were made. The contribution is to be placed in a designated fund and this fund, along with any future allocations, will be under the control of Spartan Shops. Spartan
Shops will determine the timing of the disbursement, as
well as the amount and purpose of the disbursement.
Student Union Director Ron Barrett said he is
pleased that Spartan Shops is supporting the proposed
Rec Center, although he is unsure of the exact proposal
for the $100,000 donation.
"I think it’s great, but I don’t know if there are conditions ( to receiving the donation)," Barrett said.
According to Robert Martin, dean of Student Services and chairman of the Unallocated Surplus Committee, there are no conditions at the present time on the
contribution The funds are being held until Rec Center
plans are ironed out, Martin said.
"At the time when it seems appropriate for (Spar-

and maintaining an average per game attendance of either 17,000 home once every four years, or 20,000 home
and away.
Though playing in a 21.500 seat stadium, the Spartans
met the home/away average last year and Adams is confident that they will continue to meet the first requirement once the stadium is expanded
The expansion also "gives us an opportunity to bring
a better team in," he said. "At 21,500 there’s a limit to
how much a guarantee you can give to anyone."
The seats will be added to the west grandstand and
end zones. Also a permanent stage will be constructed in
the north end zone which President Fullerton had said
she hopes will attract more concerts to SJSU.

New A.S. budget
The ’Banter’ may be without
hits campus Cordova’s OK

Eye for humor

Channel 7 reporter Tony Rusamanno and cameraman Clye

completed during the stadium’s first phase of expansion
from 17,000 to 21,500 seats, the process will be relatively
speedy, he said. Construction would be completed from
six to eight months after the starting date, he added.
Men’s Athletic Director Dave Adams said he is
thrilled that the chancellor’s office approved the plan because the Spartan football team will be able to qualify on
its own for Division I status in the National Collegiate
Athletic Associations (NCAA).
Division I status can be met by any of three ways, he
said. The Spartans have maintained status by virtue
their membership in the Pacific Coast Athletic Association where half the schools meet the NCAA standards.
With the expansion to 30,000 they can more securely rank
with the first method having a minimum of 30,000 seats

tan) Shops to actually make the allocation, they might at
that time put conditions on it," Martin said. "It’s open
ended right now."
These decisions will be up to the discretion of the
board of directors, Martin said, adding if the Rec Center
does not become a reality then the contribution would revert back to the Spartan Shops Unallocated fund and be
disbursed elsewhere.
Four alternative plans for the facility will go to the
Student Union Board of Directors for approval today at
3:30 p.m. in the S.C. Guadalupe Room. If the plans are
approved, the architects will make conceptual drawings
and cost estimates for each plan. A referendum on the
Rec Center will be put to a student vote by Oct. 31.
Along with the Rec Center contribution, the Spartan
Shops Board also passed a request from the university
for assistance in paying for remodeling of the second
floor of Wahlquist Library Central to transform it into an
all student services floor The board passed a recommendation to allocate 815.800 to pay for the carpeting for the
remodeling project due to be completed sometime this
summer.
Ed 7,ant, Spartan Shops general manager, recommended that the remaining balance of 835,743.23 be
evenly split between President Gail Fullerton’s discretionary fund and the Associated Students general fund
Martin said that the latter two did not request the
funds
"It’s kind of a historical precedent.- he said "The
committee’s done that several times now When they
come down to the end of a fiscal year and they have some
balances left, they have tended to divide it between Associated Students and the university
Staff writrr

Karen Natant corttritthted to this story

Daily funds absent from list
By Mark Freeman
Although the Associated Students Board of Directors voted
unanimously to pass the A.S. budget
for the 1984-85 school year, A.S.
President Kathy Cordova said she
probably will not sign it.
Cordova said she will either submit the board’s budget unsigned
along with a budget of her own or
just send one budget that has at
least the 84,319.04 earlier recommended for the Spartan Daily.
"I will discuss this with the
board Wednesday and try to get the
Daily back in the budget," Cordova
said. "Though I think the sentiment
is against it. I will lobby as much as
can for it until Wednesday’s meeting."
The A.S. Constitution stipulates
that the A.S. president can refuse to
sign the budget on grounds that the
budget proceedings did not follow
the constitution. Fullerton’s signature authorizes the budget.
The Academic Senate yesterday
passed a resolution calling for Fullerton and the A S to do everything

in their power to fund the Daily and
that influenced Cordova’s decision,
she said.
At a meeting last Thursday Fullerton told Cordova that she wants
the Daily to get funding, but Fullerton would not withold her signature on that basis alone, Cordova
said.
Cordova said the board "made a
drastic
turnaround"
when
it
dropped all funding for the Daily
and the decision was made on more
than just financial matters.
"Some of the members of the
board are anti -Daily because of editorial content and that affected their
reaction Till The budget," Cordova
said.
Cordova declined to name any
board members.
The sentiments of the board
were based on comments by Clyde
Lawrence, adviser to the Spartan
Daily advertising staff, Cordova
said
In a Daily article printed April
continued on back page

Third AVP candidate
slated to address campus
The third candidate for the position of academic vice president at
SJSU will present an educational
lecture of his choice today for all interested faculty and students.
Dr. John B. Gruber, will speak
today from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. in
Business Classroom 14.
Gruber is the third candidate to
give a presentation at SJSU. Dr.
Robert Quinn, vice president of the
Rochester Institute of Technology,
Research Corporation was the first
speaker. Dr. Milton A. Grodsky,
dean of the Graduate School University at the University of Maryland
spoke last week.
The academic vice president

candidates were asked to speak at a
forum in which they would address
the campus community on educational topics.
There will be a question and answer period following Gruber’s
speech
The position was opened by the
retirement of Hobert Burns in the
fall of 1983. A search committee was
set up to find a replacement and has
narrowed the applicants from more
than a 100 down to five. John Brazil,
the interim academic vice president, has accepted the presidency at
Southeastern Massachusetts University in Dartmouth, Mass.

Special Olympics showcased
By Melissa Calvo
Showing no signs of nervousness, Suzanne timidly smiled as
she ran up to the podium to receive
the award for Most Improved Athlete of the Year.
She quietly took her prize, a
pink sweatsuit, and walked back
to join her classmates from Cupertino High School.

Standing Long Jump for girls aged
14-15 years.
Walzer said that Suzanne participated in the 400-yard relay, but
one runner accidentally passed
the baton off to someone else, disqualifying Suzanne
"That’s one of the handicaps
of having handicapped kids," he
said.

Suzanne was one of the hundreds of athletes who participated
in Saturday’s 15th annual Special
Olympics at San Jose City College.
Athletes anging from ages 3 to
more than 30 competed in the
games, consisting of various track
and field events

Walzer said that Suzanne received her "most improved"
award because she previously had
no athletic skills.
The media campaign for the
event was designed by SJSU public relations students. Glenn Lurie
was one of six students who chose
the Special Olympics for their senior seminar class project.

Athletes
and
spectators
cheered as the torchbearer lit the
flame marking the beginning of
the event. But the day could not
begin without the Honorary Chairman Jan Hutchins, anchorman for
KIPP Channel 38, proclaiming,
"Let the games begin."
According to Ed Walzer, adviser for the Cupertino athletes.
Suzanne won second place in three
separate events, including the 50meter dash, Softball Throw and

"We didn’t realize how much
work it would be," he said. "This
is my first experience with Special
Olympics and I can’t help but be
(emotionally) involved."
During the awards ceremony,
athletes immediately recognizing
the tall, slender man wearing a top
hat and a black and red cape
screamed excitedly as "Stretch"
the magician walked up to the po-

dium to receive his award.
Tears rolled down his face as
he walked away with the plaque
which read, "In grateful acknowledgement of the magic you bring
to Special Olympics."
"Stretch" performed during
breaks between events to athletes
and said that he has performed
every year for this event since
1978.
SJSU’s Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity was also involved in the event,
volunteering time to run a clinic
alongside the events. Over 50
members and pledges participated in activities ranging from
dancing to face painting. The
clinic was designed to entertain
competing athletes between their
events.
The fraternity, which regularly participates in the San Mateo
Olympics, chose to work locally
after a scheduling conflict with
their
end -of-semester
dinner
dance
Congressman Norm Mineta
and Mayor Tom McEnery were
among officials who addressed
Special Olympians and spectators
Staff writer Nick Gillis con
tributed to this story.
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The South African conflict
The subject of South Africa was never mentioned in
my house, and when the subject appeared on the news, it
was ignored
There was brief, if any, discussion about it at the
schools I went to. Words like apartheid, Angola and

Greg Brooks
Stall Writer

SWAPO would have gone through my head like the lyrics of a boring song.
It wasn’t until recently that I decided to take a
closer look at the events of this tormented region. If I
ever get slightly depressed or start to get tired of the
system here in the United States, it eases my sorrow to
compare my situation with that of the black people
fighting for independence in South Africa.
After doing some research, I found that the crux of
the present zone of conflict pivots around a place called
Namibia a vast desert territory that South Africa continues to rule illegally. Also, the Reagan Administration
only negotiates with the white rule the apartheid regime.
Whenever negotiations for the settlement of Namibia’s independence have appeared close to success as
they have in 1978 and again in 1982 the apartheid regime has raised another obstacle.
Its most recent condition is that a Namibian settlement must be accompanied by the withdrawal of the
estimated 20,000 Cuban troops that remain in Angola.

The Reagan administration took office promising a
policy of "constuctive engagement" toward the South
African regime, and rejecting calls for sanctions of
other economic pressures.
Instead, the United States stopped criticizing apartheid and even relaxed certain restrictions on high technology exports. In return, the administration expected
South Africa’s government to compromise by moving
toward a settlement in Namibia.
It’s now been three years and the policy of "constructive engagement" has not worked. A contact group
delegated from Britain, the United States, West Germany and Canada by the United Nations in 1977, has not
helped South Africa become reconciled to the underlying reality; a genuine settlement would bring SWAPO to
political power.
Washington has typically been decades late in understanding black South African movements and U.S.
policy toward SWAPO and the African National Congress (the oldest and most popular South African opposition movement now enjoying a broad based resurgence of support for its program of resistance to the
South African government).
It does not regard them as legitimate political
forces, even though they have been experiencing an extraordinary resurgence within South Africa.
It doesn’t regard the ANC or SWAPO as people
fighting for their freedom. And by negotiating only with
the South African government, the administration has
indirectly stated that it means to rely on white initiatives. Consequently the U.S. is aligned with white rule.
Reagan recently announced that he did not want the
support of a Ku Klux Klan member. He said,’ Racism
has no place in America."
guess racism is all right as long as it’s practiced in
another country

The absolute truth
I don’t know what to believe these days.
You hear one thing and someone else proves the
other. You read one thing and someone else testifies that
what was said isn’t true.
One presidential candidate charges another with
special -interest ties, and then the special-interest moo-

Mark Freeman
Staff Writer

grel cries lack of substance and a sordid past as the pit ails of the other.
Creationism versus evolution; communism versus
capitalism; Kramer versus Kramer. Which side do you
choose?
Credibility isn’t what it once was. We are being
bombarded by so much stimuli that it seems everything
we hear or see is being contradicted somewhere else.
We’re always being fed a line or image that is either
partly true or contrary to what is later learned; or is
what we later learn wrong and the previous presentation correct?
It beats the hell out of me.
I’ve had some lousy luck of late in believing the
’public figures’ of our time. They seem to surround
themselves with an image that is later shattered, and
we are the ones who pay the price for believing in them.
When I was in a high school ethics class in Detroit, I
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The forum page is your page. The Daily encourages
readers’ comments on any topic. The viewpoints ex
pressed in opinion articles and cartoons are those of
the author. Editorials appearing on this page are the
opinion of the Spartan Daily.

by Dean Kahl

unless someone refutes it

read the autobiography of local -boy -turned -virtuous,
John Z. DeLorean.
The city and my teacher showered kudos on this
dapper dynamo almost as much as DeLorean did himself. He was high-society, but retained the morals of a
true man.
I threw that book away last year. Boy, did we get a
(excuse the expression) snow job there.
We’ve also been pretty well duped by our White
House dramatis personae. Ronnie Reagan goes out and
chops wood on his ranch to relax and stay in shape, and
Nancy is the fashion and body-conscious goddess of
Washington. Both are in excellent health, we are led to
believe.
Along comes a clever camera -wielding Associated
Press photographer who catches the first family with
their corsets down.
Ronnie has sagging skin that could make a bloodhound sigh, and wears swim trunks that can sleep three.
Nancy sports skeletal remains of better days and a
gruesome face that looks like a dummy from The Pirates of the Carribbean ride at Disneyland. How flattering.
I hope the Chinese don’t think we’re all like that.
The doubting Thomases of today are sometimes
called the disillusioned youth I don’t even know if I can
believe that. Some youth are taking part in this truth
conspiracy.
Michael Jackson has led all the lost souls he calls
fans, and the rest of us, to believe that he epitomizes the
"Pepsi Generation." The truth is he doesn’t drink Pepsi
or any other soft drinks because he’s a devout Jehovah’s Witness. Caffeine is sacrilege for him.
Our bubble has been burst. But, do we know if he is a
devout Jehovah’s Witness? I haven’t heard anything

about Jackson wearing a white suit and pounding on
doors like other Witnesses to tell us we’re evil. How
perplexing.
Scientists seem to have the only good grasp of this
problem; they don’t even deal with it. They choose from
theories that make the most sense at the present time
and just discard them when a better theory comes out.
It’s safe because they expect to hear something better in
the future.
Chalk one up for disregarding emotionalism.
Gerard Manly Hopkins wrote "When ignorance is
bliss, ’tis folly to be wise."
The lack of cognizance doesn’t solve any problems.
but it does puts a blister on the informative blisses of
today.
Late Bloomers
The Spartan Daily is experiencing problems
with its shipment of Bloom County cartoon strips.
We hope to resolve the difficulty soon. We apologize
for any inconvenience.

Letters
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature.
major, phone number and class standing. The phone
number is for verification purposes, and will not be
printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bente! Hall, or at the information center on the
first floor of the Student Union.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters
for length, grammar and libel.
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Grab bag
Every other columnist does it, so why can’t 1?
This is in gi ab bag of bits and pieces of things
I can’t devote 10 inches to expound upon.
So, let’s talk about golf. Golf tests your man
hood by testing your patience. It’s the world’s biggest tiddlywinks game. You either love it or hate it.
I love it . . . when I have plenty of Buds in my golf
bag. I’m starting to take an interest in the game because I’m planning an early retirement and lounging around the pool is nutso when you’re 80 and
dying of skin cancer and suffering from "run-on
sentence syndrome."
I shot a 121 on 18 holes the other day. Goo shot a
105. K.L. a 120 and Sango a 140. I actually thought I
was good because I parred the last hole and averaged a little more than 61v shots per hole. That was
almost as good as my miniature golf scores. That’s
not bad . . .but that’s because I had plenty of Buds
in my golf bag.
Which brings us to our next topic nicknames.
Everybody’s got one. I used to hold fast to the theory that the only reason people had nicknames was
so that they could get personalized license plates.
Some nicknames are complimentary; others not so
complementary. It seems like the best ones come in
high school. A buddy and I used to call these sleazy
chicks "Betty Crockers" because they were "ready
to spread." Get the picture?
I guess I should raise my glass to Sang, Goody,
Vento, Orms, K.L., Ketch, Free, Gravel Voice,
Neddy Bear, Gai Gai, Pabs and all the others who
deserve to be in my column without using a personalized license plate as an admission ticket.
I really seem to have caught a severe case of
"run-on sentence syndrome." I wonder if it’s going
around. Perhaps I should be quarantined with two
periods, a question mark and several semi -colons.
And while on the subject of nicknames and diseases . . . how about my roommate? You really
haven’t lived life to the fullest until you’ve seen him
tackle an unarmed pizza. It’s unbelieveable. He
doesn’t eat he vacuums, He must use mirrors because one minute there’s a pizza and the next there
isn’t. It’s guys like him that keep pizza places in
business.
But I shouldn’t sell my roommate short. He
doesn’t play favorites with food. You name it, he
sucks it up. He gives eating a bad name "evaporation."
Here’s a juicy tidbit: I heard a jester swear
yesterday. Honest to God. He seemed like a friendly
jester and he even autographed a copy of "Banter"
magazine for me. But profanity" It ruined my
whole image of jesters.
And while speaking of humor, it was a funny
weekend to watch TV. I watched approximately
two hours of the tube and laughed my head off.
"T.J. Hooker" gets my attention every week because it’s the funniest show on the air. Nobody on it
can act. Big T.J. (William Shatner ) lines split my
sides. Unfortunately, the writers stole Saturday’s
script from an old episode of "The Rookies." Remember: Hoodlums break into sporting goods
store; cops stumble into robbery, cop’s squad car is
stolen; cops and hoods engage in gun battle; cop
and head hood wrestle their way into elevator;
cop’s gun is empty -- hood’s is loaded; back-up cops
arrive; cop bluffs bad guy; the good guys prevail.
the world is a beautiful place once again except that
The Kahlumnist dies of laughter.
This attempt at humor narrowly edged Sunday’s United States Football League game for top
laughing honors. Watching the tackling on the tele
makes me wonder why ABC doesn’t include a laugh
track with the audio portions of the game
It’s hard to take life seriously .
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Fourteenth Amendment debat ed
By Netha Thacker
Although both speakers at
Thursday’s discussion of the 14th
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution agreed that its guiding principle is equal rights, they disagreed slightly on how that
principle is interpreted
Edward Erler, an SJSU grad-

Edward Erler
uate and direct(r of the Office of
the Bicentennial of the National
Endowment for the Humanities,
said the amendment was intended
to protect the indiridual’s rights.
William Nelsen, law professor
at New York Ueversity, said it
protected the riglts of people as a
class. The key question is whether
legislation is desgnecl to create a
purposeful inecuality, treating

Equal rights interpreted
as stressing individual, people
one class of people more favorably than another, he said. The
framers of the amendment found
it necessary to impose some sort
of limitation on the protection of
rights, he said, in order to avoid
infringing state rights.
"The limitation . . . is that
rights can be protected by federal
courts only if it turns out that
states are passing out rights unequally," Nelson said.
Although Erler agreed the
court has used primarily a class
analysis in interpreting the
amendment, he contended that
was not the intention of the Constitutional principles underlying the
amendment. The framers of the
Constitution were concerned with
individual rights, he said.
"A class claim is not a claim
of equality," he added, noting that
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was a
perfect expression of what the
framers intended.
Nelson and Erler agreed that
the amendment has its basis in a
higher law, a belief that all men
are created equal, with certain inalienable rights, as stated in the

Declaration of Independence.
This idea of equality is a matter of empirical knowledge, Erler
said, and a unique feature of the
human condition. And it has certain consequences.
"If human beings are created
equal - they have no natural rulers - that means that every single individual human being is his
own natural ruler. That we call
the right to life," he said.
Both Erler and Nelson said
the equal protection clause of the
14th Amendment is currently the
most disputed section of the Constitution.
"Nearly all major Supreme
Court cases are grounded in the
14th Amendment," Nelson said.
Although the immediate impulse for the 14th Amendment was
the extension of rights to blacks,
Nelson and Erler agreed that it
can be extended to other groups,
such as women. Nelson contended
that test of the amendment would
be the question of whether it is rational to treat women, as a class,
differently than men.
Erler disagreed, saying it was

an arbitrary rule if rights are conditioned by class. The amendment
was written to protect the rights
of individuals, he said
.
Equal protection under the
law is a cornerstone of the Constitution, Erler said, but the fram..
of the Constitution failed to incorporate fully into it the principles
of the Declaration of Independence. This failure occurred because they found it necessary to
accept slavery.
In that sense, the Civil War
was actually the second battle in
the Revolutionary War, Erler
said, and the 14th Amendment finally extends the principle of
equality to all individuals.
Nelson and Erler agreed that
the guiding principle of equality,
one of the higher laws, underlies
the 14th Amendment. The. dispute,
Erler said, is over the policy necessary to implement the principle.
The panel discussion was part
of the events of a conference celebrating the bicentennial of the
U.S. Constitution. The SJSU conference was the first in a national
series of events planned for the
next five years. Organized by
SJSU Political Science Prof. John
Adams Wettergreen, the conference received a grant from the
NE H Office of the Bicentennial.

Spring styles to be featured in display
presented by West Hall activity council
By Angela Itanford
Spring is lere and so are the new spring
fashions.
To show f these new fashions, West Hall’s
Second House Activity Council (sixth, seventh
and eighth nom) will present the first annual
Spring Fashirn Affair in Morris Dailey Auditorium at B p.m Thursday.
The shot will be featuring clothes from

’I don’tknow what they’re
going to do with the
clothes Hopefully they
will awtion them off.’

Greg Hill

Spartan Bookstore
Bullocks ri California’s new spring line and
also Sparto Shops’ fashions.
The rndels that will be wearing these fashions, eightnales and eight females, are all residents of Vest Hall’s second house, according
to Patti ScGee, a junior advertising major,
and also he fashion show’s master of ceromony.
The oney that is raised from the fashion
show wilfr used for dorm activities for second
house, id Denise Ling Wong, a freshman
materia engineering major and coordinator
of the shw.
Bee se of security reasons, the first half
of the s w will present Bullocks’ fashions and
the secod half will be a dance finale showcas-

ing the Spartan Shops’ fashions, she said.
The clothes that Bullocks is supplying have
to be back in the mall before it closes and the
estimated cost of the clothes has not been figured out yet, said Margot LeBeau, fashion consultant for Bullocks.
Wong, who was the one who made the original contact with Jan Szpara, personnel director of Bullocks in the Oakridge Mall, said that
she decided to go to Oakridge after looking
through the yellow pages.
She decided to take her idea to the stores in
Oakridge Mall because it had a wide variety of
stores, Wong said.
When she approached Szpara with the
idea, Szpara suggested that Bullocks do the
whole show and feature its spring line, she
said.
"When Ling Wong asked us if Bullocks
would like to contribute some clothes to the
fashion show, we thought it was a good idea
and a worthy cause, so we decided to do the
whole thing," Szpara said.
Not only will Bullocks be supplying the
clothes, it will also have a hairdresser from
Glendy, the salon inside of Bullocks, style the
models’ hair and Bullocks’ Estee Lauder representatives to do the makeup, LeBeau said.
In addition to Bullocks showing its spring
line, Spartan Shops is donating $120 worth of
clothes, said Greg Hill, operations and marketing manager in the Spartan Bookstore.
"I don’t know what they’re going to do with
the clothes. Hopefully they will auction them
off," he said.

Aaron Bond, a freshman accounting major
and one of the models in the show, said the activity council scheduled a meeting for last
night to decide what to do with the clothes. He
said it is likely the council will decide to auction off the clothes.
This fashion show should turn out all right
because some of the people have modeled before and have taught the other models how to
walk, Wong said.
LeBeau agreed that the show should turn
out very well because all the models are getting excited about it.
"The models are having fun trying on the
clothes because a lot of them have never been
exposed to the fashion world before, and I’m
having fun dressing them and watching them
get excited about the show," she said.
There will also be a performance during intermission featuring guitarist Tony Ghiglieri,
a senior music
major, and singer
Susie Stone, a senior
finance
major.
Tickets
for
the show are
being sold in the
Dining Commons
and in front of the
Student Union.
The
tickets
are 92 for students
and 93 for the general public.

Ron Fried

Robert

Hansen speaks on behalf
of Walter Mondale, Jeff Phillips,
representing Gary Hart,and Juan

Montemayor, representing Jesse
Jackson, sit behind Hansen during Thursday’s forum.

Reagan gets critiqued
at Democrats’ forum
By Net ha Thacker
Representatives of the three Democratic presidential candidates agreed the
Democrats’ task was to defeat President
Reagan in November; they just disagreed
on who was the man to do it.
Robert Hansen, Juan Montemayor
and Jeff Phillips spoke to a small group of
students gathered around the Student
Union Upper Pad at noon Thursday in a
forum sponsored by Campus Democrats.
Speaking in support of Walter Mondale, Hansen said Mondale is building for
the future. He criticized Reagan for the
$200 billion budget deficit.
"We’ve suffered immensely from
Reaganomics," Hansen said.
Montemayor, representing Jess Jackson’s campaign, also criticized Reagan’s
economic policy, saying it was not based
on rebuilding America. He accused Reagan of supporting economic inequalities
and social injustice in other areas of the
world, too.
Montemayor said Reagan’s policies
have increased social inequalities and led
to social stratification. Hansen also attacked the program cuts made by Reagan.
"Reagan is the first President to declare war not on poverty, but on the poor,"
he said.

Citing several examples of Gary
Hart’s new ideas, Phillips said Hart offers
a philosophy different from both New Deal
Democrats and free market Republicans.
Hart is the best choice for defeating
Reagan, Phillips said, because he is the
only candidate to attract the moderate Republican, as well as the independent,
voter.
He praised Hart’s courageous stands
in rejecting political action committee
funds and being the first to urge withdrawal of the Marines from Lebanon.
Hansen said the issue of the campaign
is not old versus new ideas, but good versus bad. He urged students to look at the
outcome and effect of new ideas. He
praised Mondale as representing the blue
collar working men and women, "what
this country is all about."
Montemayor urged the students to
take to heart the seriousness of this race,
citing peace and employment as key issues.
Phillips noted that both Hart and Mondale need Jackson supporters, saying the
Democrats would derive strength from
embracing diversity. He said the November contest will be one of contented people
versus concerned people.
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Cinco de Mayo celebrated
Chicano Center donates
decorations for occasion
By Karen Salom
Mexican
with
Decorated
folkloric outfits, drawings, embroidered tableclothes and Aztec
arts and crafts, the Chicano Library Resource Center was the
scene for a Cinco de Mayo celebration
Students and members of the
Chicano Center’s staff donated
the materials in Thursday’s display and contributed to the occassion. About 50 students and administrators took part in the all
day celebration.
Cinco de Mayo is often misunderstood to be a celebration of
Mexican Independence Day, said
Lupe Solis, assistant coordinator
of the center.
Solis said it was actually a
celebration for a victory of a
small battle involving the Mexican City of Puebla in 1862.
"The fight involved some
Mexican people who got together
against the French armies, who
tried to capture their lands," she
said.
The Mexican people were the
underdogs. Although they used
picks, forks, sticks and rocks
against the French armies’ cannons and rifles, the Mexican people came out as the victors, Solis
added.
This battle symbolizes the
winning of the underdogs, she
said, and serves as a representation for the Mexicano/Chicano
people’s cultural identity.
The celebration of Cinco de
Mayo and the purpose of the Chicano Library Resource Center
closely tied.
Solis said she felt it was im-

portant to remember cultural
identity and realize the fight for
recognition.
"This library took a lot to get
started and it’s still struggling to
keep alive, to keep our culture,"
Solis said.
The Cinco de Mayo battle was
won because the Mexican people
fought hard to survive, she said.
"Chicanos have struggled for
recognition, education and land.
( Because of the Mexican people’s
use of primitive weapons), the
battle is an incentive to say, ’If
they can do it, we can do it, too,’ "
Solis said.
Dressed in a Mexican outfit
and wearing a beaded necklace
around her neck, Angie Nevarez,
a junior majoring in business,
said Cinco de Mayo celebrations
are considered more important in
America as opposed to celebrations in Mexico.
In America, celebrations are
concentrated around ethnic identification. In Mexico, ethnic identification is emphasized on Independence Day celebrated in
September, she said.
"Here, more kids ( than
adults) celebrate to show what
culture is all about," Nevarez
added.
SJSU students enjoyed the
Cinco de Mayo celebrations.
Ray Galindo, a freshman majoring in accounting said, "It’s
great to view Mexican heritage,
the traditions and customs." He
also said it’s important to view
any ethnic minority’s heritage.
"I think it’s a good idea," said
Luke Smith, a junior majoring in
accounting, "I think it’s ( the cele-

Pat Conrad

Chicano Center’s Lupe Solis shows off a handmade dress,
bra t ion ) a good effort."
The center, located in the
Wahlquist Library Center, houses
research material dealing with
the Chicano experience.
Latino students were responsible for putting the center together. It took about 10 years for
the facility to develop to what is is
today.

By Karen Salom

By Cheri Barton
The Foreign Languages Department announced the winner of its second annual essay contest Friday at a reception given by the department
at the University Club.
Approximately 40 people turned out for the reception, which department chair Donna Gustafson
said was to get alumni, teachers and current students together as a kick off for an alumni association she’s planning.
Lisa Griest, a Spanish major, in a unanimous
vote, received a $100 check presented by Gustafson,
for her on esscy titled, "Should Young Americans
Study Foreign Languages?"
A $50 runner-up prize was given to junior David
Richardson.
"I only did it in about two nights. I found it
fairly easy the topic was easy to write about. I
had spent time in South America and Colombia, sot
thought I understood the value of foreign languages
pretty well." Richardson said.
Gustafson says the department plans to continue to with contest on a yearly basis.
Peter Collins, associate professor of foreign
languages and originator of the contest, said the
essay was designed to give students a chance to express their opinion and to win some extra money.
This year the committee, consisting of five foreign language professors, received twenty 800-word
essays, Collins said.
The purpose of the contest was to focus attention on the study of foreign languages, he said.
In her winning paper. Griest said "a nation’s
educational priorities are a fairly accurate reflection of its current values."
She went on to discuss the need for liberal arts
and humanities in schools, and by getting back to
basics we shouldn’t overlook foreign language instruction, that this "should be an educational
’basic’ for all young Americans."

Through the talent of dancers, singers
and actors, Filipino culture was brought to
the stages of the SJSU campus.
"Sariling Atin ’84,"or "Our Very Own
’84," was the theme set for Saturday
night’s performance, the last event in this
year’s Asian Spring Fesitval celebration.
Opening the cultural show was the Akbayan Choir who sang Filipino traditional
and contemporary songs directed by Eleanor Francisco. Francisco is an SJSU alumus.
A one-act skit, "What is a Filipino?"
followed the choir. The performance was a
serious, yet comical portrayal of Filipino
history.
The skit was directed by Frank Pichay, a senior majoring in aeronautics
and researched by Carlo Mapa, a senior
majoring in marketing.
Breakdancers "showed their stuff" on
stage along with a fashion show which featured the native and traditional clothing of
the Philippines. Jeannie Benigno, a Bay
Area model was the fashion show’s coordinator.
Nine SJSU students made up the Akbayan Philippine Folk Dancers who highlighted and closed the evening’s show with
a traditional Filipino folk dance, called the
Tinikling.
Edgar Bautista, a professional dancer
with the Baranggay Folk Dance Troupe
from the Philippines, directed and choreographed the dance. Bautista is also the
president of the Akbayan Club and a senior majoring in public relations
"Akbayan" means friendship, the
ideal of the embrassing one another, Bautista said
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Art commemorates
Japanese Americans
held in World War II
By Karen Salom

In April, the center faced the
possibility of receiving limited library assistance and a complete
cut-off of new materials because
of slack of student use.
Accoring to Solis, more students are taking advantage of the
center and are using its resources
to their advantage

Asian festival held

Students win money
in essay competition

SP

The history of the Filipino people has
served as the basis of a unique cultural development.
The Philippines had been dominated
by the Spanish for about 200 years. The
Spanish, along with the Americans and the
Japanese from World War II, all influenced Filipino culture.
As a result, the people of the Philippines "blended and adapted these different cultures and were able to make it their
own," he said.
Today, some Filipinos are still influenced by the other ethnic groups.
"The old Filipino culture used to be a
lot of Spanish, but today, Spanish is spoken only by the Filipino elite," Bautista
said.
The objective of the Akbayan Club’s
cultural show stems from a social aspect.
"You don’t have to be Filipino to be
cultural," he said. The Akbayan Club’s activities "stress being an active part in
community relations and activities."
Spring Festival gives "a chance for
many unique and different people to be
seen, not be sheltered away," Bautista
added.
He said the community should not be
oblivious to all that goes on.
"People come together to see good.
Perhaps if more people did this there’d be
less misunderstandings ( about ethnic
groups)," he said.
-sponsored by the
The culture show, co
Akbayan Club, a Filipino student organization put together in 1976, and the International Steering Committee, drew a
crowd of about 250 people in the Morris
Dailey Auditorium.

Thousands of people participated
in the fund-raising event of "Nikkei
Images," a camp art exhibit displayed
at the lssei Memorial Building in conjunction with the Japanese-American
festival held last weekend in San Jose’s
Japantown.
Images of "Nikkei," people of Japanese ancestry, were portrayed in the
form of art, crafts, documentations and
photographs used to commemorate
America’s Japanese concentration
camps during World War 11.
Paul Lee, a member of SJSU’s
Asian Students in Action Now
( ASIAN.) Club said the purpose of
the art show was to "bring back some
of the reality of what happened in the
camps."
People don’t really understand
what went on in the camps, he said,
adding with the exhibit, many questions about the camps are answered.
Jane Kawasaki, member of the Nihonmachi Outreach Committee (NOC)
in San Jose, said a lot of people do not
even know the camps existed.
It is important that people share
their experiences, she said.
"We hope for other people who
didn’t go to the camps that it’ll be an
education for them and the community
as a whole," Kawasaki said.
Because of bad memories from
childhood experiences in the camps,
many people do not want to think back
about their past, Lee said.
"We need to let them know it’s OK,
but we can’t forget, we must learn from
it," he said.
The art work was collected from
people in the community and brought
together for Nikkei Images.
Kawasaki said many people had
artifacts that were kept in storage because the owners were not aware of its
existence and its value.
"To preserve the art work gives a
better perspective of what the camps
were like," she said.
The art work "depicts people’s reaction to the camps," Kawasaki added.
Among the artifacts in the art exhibit were professional drawings of
camp events, duffle bags, cartoon
strips, wood carvings, shelled jewelry,
hand crocheted pillow cases, bird pins
made out of apple crates, tobacco

pouches made out of onion sacks, vases
and silk schrolls of Chinese characters
and Buddist sermons. The artifacts
were original pieces donated by their
owners.
Vivian Matsumoto, an SJSU senior
majoring in accounting, said the art exhibit was also put on last year
The art exhibit showed that
"Asians are concerned in being educated about their culture and heritage," Matsumoto said. It also showed
A .S.I.A.N.’s support to the National Coalition for Redress and Reparations.
"We don’t want to loose our culture. This is a reminthr, it can happen
again," Matsumoto added.
Contributions Iron. the fund-raiser
will allows N.O.C./N.C.R.R. representative to be sent to Washington, D.C. to
testify and lobby at ccngressional redress hearings.
Legislation has recestly been introduced in Congress to implement the
findings of the Commission on the Wartime Relocation and liternment of Civilians. The findings itclude a government apology, paymens to individuals,
and payments to the Nkkei in the community.
Nikkeimatatsuri, the JapaneseAmerican street fair fetival, was also
part of the fund-raiser.
Andy Noguchi, menber of N.O.C.
and co-coordinator of tie art exhibit,
said the community festval, held Sunday, was to promote Jaianese-American cultural interest.
Food booths, crafts baths, cultural
exhibits such as dancini and martial
arts, flowers and childnn’s educational booths lined North Fith Street and
Jackson Avenue.
Noguchi said people
all ethnic
origins participated in the estival.
"I think it’s ( the fetival I very
good," he said. There’s "alot of public
interest."
The festival has beet an annual
event for the past six yea’s. Noguchi
hopes there will be one nextyear too.
The weekend events vere part of
SJSU’s Spring Festival to Sake people
more aware of the Asian-Anerican culture.
Nikkei Images and Nkkeimatatsuri were sponsored b. N.O.C.,
ASIAN. Club, and the Asan American Studies of SJSU
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Childhood dream remains intact
BERKELEY (AP)
The kid’s dream to
probe the mysteries of the universe still lives in
the physicist selected as payload -specialist astronaut aboard the June 1985 U.S. space shuttle
mission. His job: How do stars form and function?
"I still think that space is neat," said Berkeley scientist Michael L. Lampton, who in his
earlier years built himself rockets with telescopes to observe the northern lights.
"That spark of interest I felt as a boy never
died or turned toward something mundane,
like insurance," he said in an interview.
Today, he’s got serious matters on his
mind, but has managed to retain a puckish
sense of humor while bashing the books
Lampton, for example, dubbed one of his
projects "BERKSAT" for "Berkeley’s only satellite" an unitraviolet space telescope that
could be orbiting the earth in three years.
And he doesn’t think packing from home
for a week in orbit will present much of a problem. He thinks seven changes of underwear are
most important, and he won’t have to worry
about shoes.
"Everybody ( the astronauts) takes slippers, since shoes aren’t much good without

Celestial mysteries
hold a special place
for puckish astronaut.
gravity:’ he explained He figures on taking
seven changes of underwear, slippers astronauts don’t wear shoes since there is no gravity
and a toothbrush.
Becoming an astronaut was a natural progression for Lampton. he’s dreamed of being
an astronaut since he was a boy The dream
came true last week when he was selected one
of the scientific leaders of the flight called
"Earth Observation Mission 1.
The 12 experiments he will oversee are designed to produce new information on earth
mapping, air chemistry and study of the sun:
how the galaxy works and how stars are
formed.
Lampton is one of six specialists who have
worked on the space shuttle project for the past
five years and is enthusiastic over the data returned from space: "they give people a great

Giant balloon set to sail
Put Con r
Mayo celebration in San Jose
during the weekend.

Dancers in native Mexican costumes perform at the (Inc de

Nuclear war ranks high
as big fear for youth
Only parental death ranks higher
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Nuclear war
ranked second only to the death of a parent as the greatest fear of adolescents surveyed in California, researchers at two
Los Angeles universities say
Their letter to the weekly British medical journal, The Lancet, said 58.2 percent
of 1,000 adolescents aged 11-19 included in
a recent study said they were worried or
very worried about nuclear war. The letter was published Saturday in London
Forty-two percent said nuclear war
between the United States and the Soviet
Union would probably occur in their lifetime, and 9 percent said "such a war
would definitely occur and ... could not be
prevented."
John M. Goldenring of Loyola
Marymount University in Los Angeles and
Ronald M. Doctor of California State University at Northridge said they compared
nuclear war with 19 other common concerns such as not having a job, getting
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cancer, death of ), parent, bad grades and
not being liked.
"The consistent No. I concern was
death of a parent. Number two was nuclear war," the letter said It did not specify the percentage who named death of a
parent as the greatest concern.
"Disturbingly, the most worried teenagers
also seem to be the most mature
adolescents in our sample and to do better
in school than their peers," the letter said.
It added that "many of the children,
who should he planning for bright futures,
see only darkness ahead and are deeply
troubled by the nuclear nightmare which
adults have created."
Goldenring and Doctor said a preliminary study, based on their survey, found
nuclear war to be the uppermost concern
among adolescents in the Soviet Union,
"but there was much more optimism
about the future than there was in the
United States."

Until then, he explained, scientists
must rely on data from cosmic rays
known to the layman as stardust.
Caltech researchers have developed a
sophisticated cosmic ray detector known
as HEIST, for High -Energy Isotope Spectrometer Telescope
HEIST will be hoisted aloft by a 17
million-cubic-feet balloon to be launched
from the Scientific Balloon Facility in Palestine, Texas
"They’re waiting for the right
weather," Meredith said Sunday. "It
should be sometime around the 8th to the
10th «if May )."
The balloon will carry the 2,600-pound
device to a maximum altitude of 120,000
feet for a close encounter with cosmic rays
high energy particles that are either
blown from exploding stars or launched
into flight by shock waves from such explosions.
Cosmic rays consist mainly of nuclei

Dennis Meredith
California Institute of Technology
of atoms stripped of their electrons By
using HEIST to measure their varying
masses, energies and streaming patterns,
scientists hope to learn more about their
age and the materials they have encountered in their travel through space.
HEIST consists of a stack of 12 circutar plates of sodium iodide, each about 1,2
feet in diameter and four -fifths of an inch
thick.
Cosmic rays passing through these
discs, called scintillation counters, create
a faint flash of light which is measured by
tubes surrounding the discs. By tracking
the flashes, scientists can determine a
particle’s charge and mass.
The giant balloon is expected to remain afloat for about 50 hours, after which
HEIST will parachute to earth for re-use.
Eventually it will be adapted for space
shuttle flights.

WASHINGTON ( AP ) -- A Supreme Court justice refused yesterday to allow the adoption of a
young California girl before a federal judge decides
whether the child improperly was taken from her
foster mother.
Justice William H. Rehnquist rejected arguments by San Joaquin County and state officials
aimed at clearing the way for the 4-year -old girl,
identified in court records only as "Jenny," to be
adopted.
A federal court hearing is scheduled for July 27
to consider whether Jenny’s foster mother, Mary
Brown of Manteca, Calif was entitled to some kind
of hearing before the girl was removed from her
home last year
Jenny has been living since last July 6 with the
California couple county authorities have selected
to become her adoptive parents.
Brown’s attempt to adopt Jenny, who was sent
to her as a temporary foster child shortly after her
birth in 1980, was denied by a state court in 1982.
But in December, Brown sued county and state
officials over her loss of Jenny’s custody.
The suit, raising the still ill-defined issue of the
rights of foster parents, contends that Brown had a
constitutional right to some kind of hearing before
Jenny was taken from her.
A federal trial judge last Feb. 15 blocked Jenny’s adoption until the scheduled July hearing is
held to consider Brown’s suit
But county and state officials told Rehnquist
that the delay "threatens the bonding process be
Jenny and her current pre-adoptive parents."
The emergency request said there is "a dire
need for immediate action" in the case.
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"It’s the closest we’re going to get to
the stars until we build a starship," said
Dennis Meredith, spokesman for the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena.

’They’re waiting for the
right weather. It should
be sometime around the
8th to the 10th (of May).’

Foster mother’s claim
delays girl’s adoption
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PASADENA (AP) This week, a balloon the size of the football field will sail
into the upper atmosphere with a new device to help scientists learn more about
the galaxy through the study of stardust.

perspective on the cosmos ’
He proudly pointed to an outer -space photograph of earth, green and spirally blanketed
in cloud.
"What a planet," he cried lovingly.
Another photo showed a stunning orange,
flat -seeming disc
"That’s the sun," he said you can actually see the sun has its own weather, cool areas
and solar flares which we don’t even understand we don’t know why "
He said his enthusiasm led him to nominate himself for the first space lab flight. He
didn’t make it, but this one, scientifically, is in
part his baby. His partner in science on the 1985
flight will be Massachussetts Institute of Technology scientist Byron Lichtenberg
Lampton, married to a San Francisco
State University physics instructor, said his selection for the voyage was based on his knowledge of the earth observation experiments,
several of which he developed.
He earned a geophysics degree at the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, but
his interest in astronomy flowered when he
came to the University of California at Berkeley as a graduate student
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Primary rules may be confusi ng
By Doug Willis
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO California’s complicated new
primary rules may divide
the state’s 345 Democratic
delegates in ways that
have little relationship to
voter support for the three
presidential candidates.
As things stand today,
Sen. Gary Hart of Colorado
could be the principal beneficiary of the idiosyncrasies of California’s new direct election of individual
Democratic
convention
delegates.
But a very small shift
in voter support before the

June 5 primary could stack
the California delegation
heavily for former Vice
President Walter Mondale.
About the only sure
thing in the California law
is that it will give the Rev.
Jesse Jackson fewer delegates than he would have
received under the proportional primary law repealed by
Democratic
Party leaders last year.
The current Democratic primary law was
nicknamed "winner-takemore" by party leaders
when they abolished California’s old system of
awarding delegates in direct proportion to the popu-

lar vote in the primary.
The most likely outcome is that a narrow victory in popular support will
give the front-runner a 3-1
or 4-1 margin in delegates
principally at the expense of the No. 2 candidate.
Jackson, whose support is concentrated in districts dominated by minorities, is not likely to be
affected by the potential
wide swings between the
front-runners. But the California law gives Jackson
no realistic chance of getting a share of delegates
matching his percentage of
the popular vote.

For example, the most
recent Mervin Field poll of
California
Democrats
found 15 percent favoring
Jackson. If Jackson wins
that percentage of the vote
on June 5, he will probably
get between 20 and 24 delegates, or about 712 percent
of the state’s 306 pledged
delegates.
By contrast, Republicans have a winner-takeall direct vote, with President Reagan the only candidate on the presidential
primary ballot.
The new Democratic
system calls for direct
election by congressional
district of individual presi-

New drunk driving law proposed
SACRAMENTO (API The state assemblywoman
who authored California’s stringent 1981 drunken driving
law said yesterday she’s proposing a new law to make
first-time offenders spend seven days in jail.
Assemblywoman Jean Moorhead, 1)-Sacramento,
said her new bill would parallel a federal bill being introduced by Rep. Barbara Boxer, a Mann County Democrat.
The two held a news conference yesterday to discuss
what Boxer called "very tough penalties" in the two laws.

()(x e-

f-9’1$

"As far as I’m concerned, drunken drivers are murderers waiting in the wings," Boxer said. "Although California has one of the toughest laws in the country, we’re
still not sending people to jail."
The California law passed by the Legislature in 1981
and taking effect in January 1982 made the penalty for a
first drunken driving conviction either two days in jail or
a 90-day driving restriction (driving to and from work
only), a fine and drinking driver school.
Boxer’s proposal, which she said she plans to introduce in Congress this week, would require all states to
have tougher laws or forfeit some of their federal highway funds.
Her proposal would require first convictions to carry
a penalty of one week in jail, 25 hours of community service, a six-month license suspension and a treatment program.
The second offense would bring 30 days in jail, 50
hours of community service, a one-year license suspension and a treatment program. Anyone driving on a suspended license would spend a year in jail.

dential convention delegates.
That makes it theoretically possible for a candidate who holds only a very
slim lead in popular support to win all 306 California delegates if he wins by
the same narrow margin in
every one of the state’s 45
congressional districts.
But it is also possible
for
although unlikely
a candidate who finishes
second statewide to win
more delegates than the
front-runner, if that seccandidate’s
ond-place
strength is concentrated in
the right combination of
congressional districts.
And it is also possible
for a third-place candidate
whose strength is concentrated in a few districts,
such as Jackson, to win
more California delegates
than the second-place candidate.
However, unless Jackson can win 20 percent or
more of the 209 delegates
elected directly by voters
June 5, he is ineligible for a
share of the extra 97 "addon" or "at-large" delegates awarded under the
"winner-take-more" provisions of the law even if
Jackson’s
delegates
statewide win more than 20
percent of the vote.
That means Jackson
needs to win 42 or more delegates in the direct-vote
phase to be eligible for any
at -large or add-on delegates.

Mondale could garner
nomination on June 5
By Doug Willis
The Aaeoriated Press

SACRAMENTO
California voters will decide whether Walter Mondale goes to the Democratic National
Convention with the presidential nomination in his pocket, or if U.S. Sen.
Gary Hart’s hopes remain alive.
With 745 delegates at stake in 11
other states this month, it is mathematically impossible for Mondale, despite
his 2-1 delegate lead over Hart, to
clinch the nomination before California
holds the nation’s last and largest primary June 5.
That means California
which
most state Democratic leaders feared
would be too late to make any difference could be the deciding battleground of the 1984 Democratic presidential contest.
Aside from the Democratic presidential race, there is little else to excite
California voters on June 5. President
Reagan is unopposed on the Republican
ballot, there are no other statewide
races, and most incumbents in the
state’s 145 legislative and congressional races have no primary opposition.
None of the nine statewide ballot
propositions has sparked any significant voter interest, although political
insiders are closely watching Proposition 24, a complicated set of legislative
rule changes intended to limit the
power of Democratic leaders of the
Legislature.
Four other states will also be picking presidential delegates June 5 107
in New Jersey, 35 in West Virginia, 23 in
New Mexico and 15 in South Dakota.
But the crucial race is California, with
306 pledged delegates.

As things now stand, Hart will need
big win in California to keep his candidacy alive. Mondale might cinch the
nomination just by splitting the California vote. A strong second place in California could be Mondale’s biggest victory of the year.
The most recent California Poll by
Mervin Field reported 42 percent of the
likely Democratic voters favored Hart
to 37 percent for Mondale and 15 percent for the Rev. Jesse Jackson.
At first glance, that appears to be a
strong enough showing in California to
put Mondale over the top for the nomination.
But those figures could shift
sharply either way, since neither Hart
nor Mondale has yet campaigned extensively in California or can claim a
solid base of support.
Furthermore, California will be
using a new delegate selection procedure which abolishes the state’s old
system of awarding delegates in direct
proportion to the popular vote in the
primary.
The new system calls for direct
election by congressional district of individual presidential convention delegates, and it could produce delegate totals that vary dramatically from the
proportion of voters favoring each
presidential candidate.
For example, it is theoretically
possible for a candidate who olds only a
very slim lead in popular support to win
all 306 California delegates if he wins
the same narrow margin in every one
of the state’s 45 congressional districts.
But it is also possible although
unlikely for a candidate who finishes
second statewide to win more delegates
than the front-runner.
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Rites of Spring
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Eager SJSU football players
go through off-season drills
It is early afternoon on a 75-degree
April day. After class, your friends head
for home and the refrigerator for a cold
beer or drink. And then for an easy chair
and the comfort of a shaded balcony.
You, thinking months ahead, swallow
hard and go to the dressing room to put on
10 pounds of padding and equipment. Then
you go sweat for three hours.
You do this because it is time for
spring football drills, where you go grunt,
groan and toil in ignorance of ’spring
fever for four days out of each week.
Spring football is, for most players,
seed -planting time. It is a time to plant
ideas in the minds of the coaches, for it is
they who will decide who plays when the
real season begins in the fall.
If an athlete is impressive in the
spring, he can advance on the team depth
chart if not literally, then at least in the
minds of the coaches. It is also a chance to
show how hard you worked in the off-season by running faster, hitting harder and
keeping your endurance high.
The SJSU football team began this annual ritual, the first under new head coach
Claude Gilbert, on March 27. The Spartans
concluded the six weeks of spring drills
with an intrasquad game Saturday afternoon.
Oh, the Whites beat the Blues, 28-14, in
front of about 400 onlookers at Spartan
Stadium. But the scores in games such as
these is meaningless consider that quarterback Bob Frasco played for both sides
and what really matters is the way the
individuals performed.
Just like the players are planting
seeds, the coaches are inspecting crops.
Spring practices and scrimmages give

Gilbert and his as.:istants a chance to analyze the 60-plus athletes who participate.
Saturday’s game was the last peek for
awhile.
And an excellent day by Frasco and a
sound outing by quarterback Jon Carlson
left Gilbert wondering about his secondary.
Frasco completed 14-of-21 passes for
the Whites to net 238 yards and two TDs,
while Carlson, playing only in the first
half, connected on 10-of-12 for 199 yards
and one interception. Carlson sustained a
slight shoulder injury and sat out the second half.
While the two "teams" were able to
muster only 57 net rushing yards between
them, passers went wild, accounting for
528 yards. Either the passers and receivers were extremely sharp, or the secondary has some huge leaks.
Regardless, wide receiver Tony Smith
benefitted from Frasco’s success. Smith
hauled in three passes for 79 yards and two
touchdowns for the Whites. Frasco and
tailback Frank Robinson scored the other
two Whites’ touchdowns on one-yard
plunges.
The Blue team scored first, on a oneyard run by Donnell Hawthorne early in
the first half. They didn’t score again until
Carlson’s replacement, Mike Hasskamp,
hit Kevin Bowman with a nine-yard strike
as time expired.
Linebacker Vyn Goodmon starred for
the Whites, participating in nine tackles
five unassisted. You know you’re in trouble when your safety, as in the case of the
Blues’ Tony Walker. leads the team in
tackles. Walker was in on nine tackles.

Spartan quaterback Bob Frasco (above) fumbles after being swarmed under a wave of
"Blue Team" defenders. At right, "White
Team" defensive end Ken Office (56), linebacker Sean Logan (57) and safety Kim Johnson (46) escape the heat for a breather on the
sidelines. Office (below) exults after the
"White Team," which won the game 28-14,
scores a touchdown. Quaterback Tom Cortez
(below, left), who will redshirt this season,
looks downfield for a receiver.
-
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pass $550 million in sales for fiscal 1984 and our sights are set on breaking new records.
If you crave the excitement of the world’s fastest growing semiconductor
company
Send your resume to Toni Florian. Manager, College Recruiting,
Advanced Micro Devices, Dept. SJS. 901 Thompson Place, PO, Box
3453, Sunnyvale. CA 94088. Or call TOLL FREE (800) 538-8450, ext.
4138 from outside California, or (408) 749-4138 inside California. An
equal opportunity employer.
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Unheralded Spartans come to the rescue
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By Joe Roderick
It was a time for the unheralded players to stand up
and be counted Pitchers like Kevin Sullivan and Terry
Adams, both of whom had to thumb through their calendars in search of the their last win, contributed in big
ways Sunday against the University of Pacific.
Sullivan. who hadn’t won a game since beating West -

Baseball
ern Oregon. 4-1, on March 18, shut out UOP, 3-0, Sunday in
the first game of a double-header at Billy Hebert Field in
Stockton.
Adams didn’t pick up a win in the second game Sunday, but pitched four shutout innings in relief of Danny
Martinez, who gave up five runs in less than two innings.
The Spartans battled back, but still lost, 5-3.
Matt McPeak, another Spartan who hadn’t pitched in
ages, experienced similiar success coming out of the bullpen Saturday. He pitched five innings, helping the Spartans preserve an 8-4 win.
Meanwhile, Steve Vasquez is the latest Spartan
pitcher to play the outfield. Ron Rooker had played right
field at times this year, now it was Vasquez who got a shot
in left field.
"We’re trying to get some bats into the lineup," Spartan assistant coach Chad Roseboom said "He’s a good
outfielder. We have no doubts about his defensive abilities."
Vasquez’ talents were discovered in a recent intrasquad game. "I showed them I could hit the ball," Vasquez said.
Vasquez also showed UOP, collecting three hits Sunday. He ripped one into the gap in left -center, but was
sunned down trying to stretch a double into a triple.
"Steve isn’t the quickest guy in the world," a teammate said later
But Vasquez’ blunder didn’t put a damper on a nice
outing by Sullivan, who had suffered through a string of
ineffective starts.
"I can’t believe it," Sullivan said "I didn’t know if we
had come to play during those first couple of innings."

Sullivan was in trouble inning after inning early on. In
the first, he survived a two-on, two-out situation.
In the second, two were on with one out. No damage
done, though.
The third inning was just as trying. Bases loaded with
one out. Ken Caminiti gets one runner out at the plate on a
ground -out. Again, no runners score.
Sullivan was also helped by three nice catches by
rightfielder Paul Mason in and a nice, stiff wind blowing
in from right.
"In a big field like this, with the wind, I just let them
hit the ball in the air," Sullivan said.
Sullivan’s shutout was his first "in organized baseball."
"I’ve always wanted to pitch a shutout," he said. "I
finally got one. The old man of the team finally came
though."
The Spartans came through with a run in the third
and two in the fourth to seal it.
UOP quickly jumped ahead in the second game, scoring three runs in the first and two in the second. But
Adams, who entered in the second, gave up three hits and
no runs the rest of the way.
Adams last won a game against Cal State Hayward in
early March, but had pitched only six innings in Northern
California Baseball Association play.
"Things have gone kind of slow," Adams said. "I
don’t know why. I missed a couple of practices because I
was sick. The coaches didn’t dig it too much."
The Spartans jumped back into in the fourth on singles by Scott Rettig, Ken Caminiti, Dwayne Graybill,
Mark Webb and Vasquez. But the bats went silent after
that.
NOTES Caminiti accounted for five of the eight
runs in Saturday’s win. He hit a towering three-run homer
over the center -field fence in the third inning. It was his
fifth homer of the season. Caminiti is also leading the
team with a .355 average .376 in NCBA. . The Spartans are 15-13 in NCBA action, 28-29-I overall. They trail
Santa Clara ( 14-11) in the race for second place. Fresno
State is running away with the title at 23-2. Incidentally,
the Spartans host the Bulldogs Wednesday in a noon double-header at Municipal Stadium

Spartans take fi fth in PCAA
By Paul Lloret
An up-and-down season finally ended last Sunday for
SJSU’s men netters.
SJSU ended its spring season with a fifth -place finish
at last weekend’s PCAA Championships in Stockton The

Tennis
Spartans scored 19 points at the tournament, finishing behind the four teams which defeated them during the
course of the PCAA season
For the first time in the history of the PCAA, two
teams finished as co-champions. And strangely enough, it
w-as fitting. Defending champion UC-Irvine tied with
Long Beach State with 32 points. UC-Santa Barbara finished in third with 291/2 points, and Fresno State notched a
fourth-place finish with 20 points.
Irvine and Long Beach have been dominating the conference over the past four years. The Anteaters have captured championships in 1981, ’83, and ’84. The 49ers took
the title in 1982. Perhaps it was in the cards: or it could
have been up to the gods to decide the outcome. However,
while both Irvine and Long Beach captured the crown,
this year’s tournament wasn’t easy
"This was the closest it has been in the four years that
I’ve been here," John Hubbell, SJSU’s coach said "It
didn’t surprise me, because those were the four teams we
lost to during the season.’’
But while the 49ers and Anteaters were scoring points
with strong performances, the Spartans pulled some surprises of their own.
SJSU’s Bob Hepner and Alex Winslow were finalists
in number four -and -five singles Hepner lost to Santa Barbara’s Kirk Hull, 6-4, 6-1. and Winslow lost to Irvine’s Juiian Barham, 6-1,6-2

"We pulled some surprises in areas where we had not
been playing well during the year," Hubbell said, referring to the surprising successes of Hepner and Winslow.
"We started off well and played some good tennis,"
Hubbell said. "We faltered a little in doubles, and in the
end, that made the difference.’’
Hubbell mentioned that although SJSU finished in the
same place in the tournament as they did in the league, he
was happy with the Spartans’ performances in singles
play.
"It was an up-and-down tournament, just like our season," Hubbell said. "We did well at times but we also lost
a couple of disappointing matches. However, a couple of
guys played their best tennis of the year
While Hepner and Winslow advanced to their respective finals matches, No. 1 John Saviano and No. 2 Dave
Kuhn lost in semi-final matches during the day. Kuhn lost
to eventual singles winner Scott Warner. Warner, Nevada -Las Vegas’ No. 2 man defeated Santa Barbara’s
John Nissley, 7-6, 7-6. Long Beach’s Kevin McClintic defeated Irvine’s Stephen Aniston in the No. 1 singles final,
6-3. 6-2. The 49ers’ Peter Smith was a 3-6, 6-2, 6-1 victor
over Irvine’s Ken Derr in the No. 3 singles final.
The doubles team of Bill Wakefield and Paul Roybal
from Fresno State were victors over Irvine’s Bruce Man
Son Hing and Derr, 6-3, 6-3 to capture the league’s No. 1
doubles title.
The Spartans finished their regular season with a 1312 record, which, according to Hubbell, was a good season
despite some disappointments.
"We finished with a winning record," Hubbell said.
"We had a couple of chances to win a few which we lost.
But of the four teams we lost to, three of them were by 5-4
scores )Fresno State, UCSB, Irvine ) and one was a 6-3
score) Long Beach)."
Long Beach finished
with an overall record of
31-4 on the year. Irvine,
ranked 20th in the nation,
finished the year with a 2213 mark.
While 13 points separated the champions from
SJSU, UNLV finished in
sixth place with 17 points to
lead the bottom five. The
University of the Pacific
notched 10 points for a seventh -place finish, Fullerton
State was eighth with eight
points, Utah State was
ninth with two points, and
New Mexico State finished
last with one point
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Craig Sairor
Just like Mark Sauced() (4), the Spartans are in a logjam for second place in the NCBA.

No surprises in NorPac championships
By Frank Lopez
This year’s NorPac
championships held no surprises. Seeds numbers 1-6
finished precisely in those

Tennis
spots, and while some
match scores were closer
then expected, the results
were all as calculated.
Going into this weekend’s tournament, held at
SJSU, Spartan coach Lisa
Beritzhoff felt her team
had a shot at finishing as
high as second. But despite
some spectacular individual performances, SJSU
managed, as seeded, only a
fourth place finish
California prevailed as
champion for the fourth
straight year and captured
their 44th straight NorPac
win by going 6-0 in the tourney. The Bears domination
was such that they lost only
10 sets while winning 35.
The closest Cal came
to a scare was against
SJSU on Saturday. The
Bears took singles matches
No.’s 1-4, but when the
Spartans’ Anh-Doa Espinosa and Lynda Rose won
at No.’s 5 and 6, respectively, the score ran to 4-2.
For the only time in the
championships, Cal was
forced into double’s play
before deciding a match.
Like clockwork, however,
Cal went on to take two of
three double’s contests to
top SJSU 6-3.
Consistant with the
Bears’ first -place finish,
every other team placed as
expected So true to form
was the tournament that
each team lost every

match to those teams
seeded above them and
won every match against
)nose teams seeded below
them.
The Spartan bid at finishing higher then fourth
came to a close on the tournament’s second day. Already having dropped a 6-3
match to Washington on
Friday, SJSU had to win
against UOP Saturday to
entertain any hopes of a
second or third place finish.
Earlier in the year,

UOP convincingly toppled
SJSU by a 7-2 count. First year coach Beritzhoff predicted her team would be a
lot closer the next time
around and she was right
The Spartans did tighten
things up considerably, but
were still edged out by the
Tigers 5-4.
On Sunday the Spartans were ins must -win situation just to live up to
their No. 4 seed. On that
final day of play SJSU
ended their year by crushing Fresno State 7-2. In the

t
IMRE.
No.

AT THE

match SJSU won 12 of the
16 sets played.
Outstanding individual
performances were turned
in by SJSU’s Rochelle Morrison and Anh-Doa Espinosa. Morrison went 4-1 in
tournament play at No. 1
singles and was named to
both the NorPac All -Tournament and All -Conference teams Playing at
No.’s 4 and 5 singles, Espinosa went a perfect 5-0.
Also finishing over .500
were Julie Rose and Linda
Rose, who both went 3-2.

ANIL somas.

SADDLE RACK
1310 AUZERAIS AVE, SAN OISE

SUNDAY, MAY 13

MICHAEL
MURPHEY
2SHOWS 7&10PM
DOORS OPEN 530 P M

Upcoming shows at The Saddle Rack:
SUNDAY JUNE 17 THE MARSHALL TUCKER BAND
SUNDAY AUGUST 19 JERRY LEE LEWIS
EVERY MONDAY THE JOE SHARINO BAND
NO ONE UNDER 21 WILL BE ADMITTED
TICKETS ON SALE AT ALL BASS
TICKET CENTERS AND THE SADDLE RACK
PHONE: (408) 286-3393

Announcing

New
Applied Economics Program
(Master of Arts Degree)
* Rapidly growing job market for state and local government,
and private industry.
* No undergraduate degree in economics necessary.
* Practical, advanced program designed with help from local
employers.
* B average required for admission.

Fall Registration Underway
For further information, contact: Department of Economics
Dudley Moorhead Hall
Phone: 277.2758
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Bad winners to be announced

1

By Net ha Thacker
Winners of the third annual
Bulwer-Lytton Fiction contest will
be announced at 10:30 am. today at
a press conference in the S.U. Council Chambers.

Local winners will attend the
press conference, at which former
KNTV news anchorman Don Hayward will read some of the winning
entries. Wayne Shannon of KRON
will also be present, as will Rice, the
contest organizer, and members of
the "Undistinguished Panel of
Judges," who are otherwise members of the SJSU English faculty.

and two special categories. One was
established for entries from media
writers. The other Rice called ’the
plain brown wrapper category parental discretion advised.
Some of the best entries were received in this last category, Rice

SPARTAGUIDE
Campus Democrats will be holding its weekly meeting at 1 p.m. on Wednesday at Allen Hall. For more information contact Connie Robinson at 277-8965.

The SJSU Bicycle Club will hold a meeting at 8 tonight in the S.U. Pacheco Room. For more information
contact S. Arthur at 277-8465.

Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society is holding an initiation
and reception at 4 p.m. tomorrow at the S.U. Loma Prieta
Room. For more information contact Dr. John Baird,
public relations officer, at 277-3494.

or

the

The Career Planning and Placement Center will be
presenting a seminar on "Job Hunting Techniques" at 2
p.m. today in the S.U. Costanoan Room. The center will
hold "Resume II (Critique)" from Ito 3 p.m. tomorrow in
the S.U. Almaden Room. Individualized suggestions for
improving resumes and letters will be given to interested
students and typed drafts will be critiqued.
The United Campus Christian Ministry will hold a
prayer group meeting from 5 to 6 p.m. today at the Campus Christian Center. For more information contact Natalie Shiras at 298-0204.

al
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Awards for the third annual Bulwer-Lytton Fiction
Contest will be presented at 10:30 a.m. today in the S.U.
Council Chambers. Local personality Don Hayward, English Prof. Scott Rice and an assorted panel of judges will
announce the winners of the contest which features
"gleanings of wretched literary excess."
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The Community Committee for International Students will be providing tutoring in conversational English
for all international students from 1 to 3 p.m. today
through Friday in Administration Building Room 206. For
more information contact Muriel at 277-3690 or 277-3691.
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Alpha Phi Omega will be holding an informational
meeting at 6:30 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room. For more information contact Steve Kraft at 7788278.
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Alonzo’s Pals

The Campus Christian Center will hold a Bible study
on revelation from noon to I p.m. today in the S.U. Montalvo Room. For more information contact Natalie Shiras
at 298-0204.

Pi Sigma Alpha will be having its annual banquet at 5
p.m. today at the Old Spaghetti Factory (51 N. San
Pedro). Tickets, which cost $7, are on sale in Business
Tower Room 450. For more information contact Jonas
Equillsson at 971-1318.

(

This year’s grand prize winner
will receive a Zenith personal computer, giving new meaning to the
phrase, "garbage in, garbage out,"
Rice said.

Contestants are
asked to compose
the worst possible
opening sentence to
a novel.

Scott Rice, of the SJSU English
Department, said after a grueling
seven-hour session, the judges are
ready to announce winners in about
14 categories for the contest, which
celebrates bad writing. Contestants
are asked to compose the worst possible opening sentence to a novel.
Categories for this year’s contest, which attracted more than 4,000 entries from all over the world,

WANNA RAY
CADS OR GO
SEE A MOVIE

said, but they are not "totally suitable for publication."

included science fiction, historical
romance, fantasy, children’s fiction

Dean Fortunati

Martin the Spartan

Lousy fiction writers will be publicly recognized
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A.S., Daily split on bookkeeping

Life after?

continued from page 1
27, Lawrence said that,
under no circumstances,
would he back any move of
the Spartan Daily’s account to the A.S. Business
Office because of problems
the Daily had with cash
flow when its account was
handled out of the office.
The A.S. Board added
a stipulation to the earlier

recommendation that the
Daily must return its bookkeeping to the A.S. Budget
Office.
Sam Doying, A.S. director of business affairs
and chairman of the A.S.
Budget Committee, said it
was hard for the board to
ignore Lawrence’s comments.
"If that’s the way Law-

rence feels about it, we
might as well allocate the
money to a group that is
going to use it," Doying
said.
Cordova said her budget will not have the
change of bookkeeping
stipulation, she said, but
she will ask that the Daily
make biannual reports
about its accounting to the
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Greek Week is the
yearly function in which
fraternities and sororities
hold many of their conjoining activities.

can watch," Duer said.
Mike Tognotti, Greek
Week Committee chairman, said its fund raising
has been hampered because it is trying to stay
away from sponsorships by
beer companies.
to
trying
"We’re
change our image and improve it by staying away
from beer sponsors," Tognotti said. "Because we cut
our
from
them
sponsorship, we lost full rat ids rnegv reenvueen au en d. ,other
funding of some groups because they should be

’Student money should go to
student activities and not to
academic programs.’

- Stephanie Duer
As. director of community affairs
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"The decision was
very political," Cordova
said. "Everything seemed
fine with the $1,500 allocation, but they figured they
had money to play with
when the Daily was
dropped."
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Cordova said the board
decided on April 25 to raise
the Greek Week allocation
from $1,500 to $3,000 after
the Daily was not funded.
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Stephanie Duer, A.S.
director of community affairs, said the Greek system has enough resources
to raise more money than
it does and it can be selfsufficient if it tried. With
2,000 members, Duer said,
the Greek system should
be able to get enough sponsors to cover its financing.
Greek Week has also
not made any attempt to
add non-Greek groups to
its activities and tries to remain isolated, Duer said.
"All they really do is
have their activities in
areas where non -Greeks

funded by the Instructionally Related Activities
fund and not though A.S.
IRA is set up so student
money would not go to
classroom activities, she
said.
"Student
money
should go to student activities and not to academic
programs," said Duer. a
member of the IRA committee.
"But I voted for the
budget because it’s a package and if I vote against it,
I vote against the allocations I agree with," Duer
said.
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Editor’s Note
Welcome to IMPACT ’84.
Our goal for IMPACT ’84 is to bring into focus the importance of being at SJSU in 1984. In establishing this goal,
the IMPACT staff centered on the fact that the SJSU student body has a unique blend of varied lifestyles.
We tried to reflect this variety by drawing you into the
lives of a few of these people. The focus is on the objectives, goals and obstacles they face.
Courses and organizations at SJSU which help these
people meet their objectives are explored. Programs in
which students learn child-care techniques are discussed.
And you are taken on an archaeological excavation with
the Anthropology Department at SJSU.
We also show what happens when obstacles are overcome. You will meet Dr. Frank Rogers, a man who,
though handicapped, has an amazing array of accomplishments - from building his own home to weaving the baskets that decorate that home.
The article on how homosexuals cope with the pain of
"coming out" gives new insight into what they face.
We think you will enjoy one student’s view of life in the
dorms of SJSU. You will also find out how the Olympics
and Elections of ’84 affect students at SJSU.
Since George Orwell’s book 1984 came out, many people have wondered what lifestyle changes this year would
bring. We hope IMPACT ’84 will make you more aware of
the changes that have occurred and how they affect life at
SJSU.
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termined that Pomo Indians may have occupied Albion as far back as 350 B.C., and
subsequent periods of occupation have
also been determined. However, this does
not answer remaining questions about the
lifeways of prehistoric Porno Indians. One
of the goals of excavation at Albion this
summer will be to determine cultural
boundaries. Layton expects there will be
about 10 more years of work done in the
area before Porno life on the Mendocino
coast can be thoroughly described,
The fact that Porno Indians are still
living on the Mendocino coast makes the
explanation of prehistoric Porno life a
little easier because of the opportunity to
talk with Indians who either have clear
memories of, or remember stories about,
Pomo life. Edna Geurro, a MCAC member
and Pomo historian, has been very helpful
in tying artifacts to Porno culture because
she has memories of going to the coast as
a child to gather, prepare and cook shellfish.
Students involved in the project are
trained in field research methods as well
as encouraged to think critically about
what is discovered at the site. But scientific knowledge is not all that comes out of
involvement in the project. The camaraderie and friendship which emerge at Albion are the most outstanding features.
"I felt like a new family had been created for me," De Maria said. "It’s the
closest bonding outisde my family unit I
have ever felt."
She described one night when about
seven people were lined up, sitting around
the campfire, giving each other back rubs.
"There was no one else to do it," De
Maria said.
One thing Drews remembers seeing is
women combing and braiding each others’
hair. This is something which is usually
only done between sisters or very close
friends.
"The camaraderie is very special,"
Drews said.
Drews explained that in a situation
where people are away from what is familiar "you are forced to create your own
environment, as bizarre as it may be at
times."
People at Albion did create their own
environment, their own culture and even
their own language ( all of which they
found difficult to transfer to life outside Albion). That environment, De Maria said.
is "still there at Albion waiting for us."
Through all this the main reason for
being there, the discovery, is not forgotten.
"When people find their first artifact,
it is something to see," Drews said.
Her first artifact was a bead and what
she remembers most about the experience
is that she lost it. As she was cataloging information about the bead, the wind blew it
off the table where she was working and
into the weeds below. She spent the rest of
the day looking among the weeds. She was
even willing to pay the person who found it
8100 when Layton suggested that a reward
might motivate people to help in the
search. Layton told her that was too much
but that a piece of chocolate layer cake
from a nearby popular bakery might be a
better reward. Drews said she was ready
to agree to anything to recover her first
artifact. It was only then, after a suitable
prize had been established, that Layton
handed her the bead she had lost. En

Students Find History,
Friendship and Culture
by Patricia E. Hannon
Dr. Thomas Layton finds one of the
most satisfying aspects of the Albion project is "the feeling of discovery because
we are truly writing history creating
history out of dirt, bone and stone."
Archaeology enthusiasts who participate in this excavation on the Mendocino
coast really do watch history unfold, but to
them the project is more than a history
lesson or field trip. To people involved in
excavation at Albion, it is the forming of
special bonds bonds with nature, bonds
with Porno Indian culture and bonds with
each other.
This summer will be the fifth season of
excavation at Albion under the direction of
Layton, an SJSU Anthropology Depart-

ment faculty member. A major objective
of the project is to identify and date the arrival of the ancestral Porno Indians to the
Mendocino area.
For three weeks the approximately 30
people who join the summer field school
work together toward this goal by digging
up, cataloging, describing and identifying
artifacts found. Students and faculty on
the project begin each day at 6 a.m, and
begin work at the site by 7:30 a.m.
Diana Drews, who will attend the project this summer for the third time, describes the work at Albion as "the most
physically exerting and demanding job of
your life. It’s what ’true grit’ is all about."
People who join the project with the
idea that it is just a matter of moving a
little dirt around to find artifacts are sur-

Thomas Layton
Students work at Albion Archaeological site in effort to uncover
Porno Indian artifacts. 1984 will mark the fifth year of the
excavation by the SJSU Anthropology department.

prised at the amount of hard work involved. Sometimes one day’s excavation
might demand lifting about a ton of dirt.
Drews explained that people left the project after only two days because they had
not expected such hard work.
Judy De Maria, who attended the field
school in 1983 and plans to return this summer said her upper legs were solid bruises
from the 50-pound buckets of dirt swinging
into her as she carried them.
"You have to put up with being dirty
and working hard," De Maria said.
Although the work is hard it is only a
small part of what makes up the Albion
Project, and the benefits participants gain
from the experience far exceed the cost in
aches and pains incurred.
What initially draws these people to
the project is their shared interest in the
preservation as well as the discovery of
Pomo culture.
"Just as lasting as tangible artifacts
is the tradition, what is important to
them," De Maria explained.
According to Layton, although the
Porno are probably the best described Indian tribe in California, their prehistorical
archaeology is poorly understood. The
SJSU Anthropology Department is the
first group to be given permission to excavate in the area by the Mendocino County
Archaeological Commission (MCAC).
Linguists have long believed that the
most ancient Pomo Indians first made
their homes in the Clear Lake area and
then moved westward to the Mendocino
coast. Excavation at Albion is designed to
test this theory.
Through careful analysis of found artifacts, archaeologists hope to prove the
theory. For example, tools made of obsidian )volcanic glass) have been among
the finds at Albion. Volcanic activity occurs only in restricted parts of California,
and Clear Lake is one of these localities.
Chemical sourcing of most of the Albion
obsidian to Clear Lake suggests to Layton
that the Pomo maintained close ties to
their interior homeland even after moving
west to the coast.
The Albion site was not a permanent
all-season village for Porno Indians but instead served as a stopping point in a seasonal round of hunting and food gathering.
What has been found at Albion is a fairly
specialized tool kit. No mortars and
pestles have been found, indicating that
the Porno were not processing acorns in
the coastal environment, which lacks
acorns. However, charred hazelnuts were
recovered, and this may indicate that
women were among the brief inhabitants;
they were responsible for the grinding and
processing of nuts for consumption. Other
tools found include obsidian spear points
The cost of attending the Summer
and blades used in hunting elk and seals, Field School is 8350 for SJSU continuing
which were abundant on the coast.
students. Anyone interested in attending
Every artifact uncovered at Albion should contact Dr. Thomas Layton at 277tells archaeologists a little more about 2533.
how the Pomo people lived. It has been de-
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by Angela Stanford
Wouldn’t it be rewarding to
know that you had some influence
on the future generation and that
you contributed to the education
of a child? It’s a nice feeling. For
me the best reward was seeing a
child’s face light up when I
walked into the room. The children were glad to see me and
eager to receive my help.
There are courses at SJSU
that give you the opportunity to do
just that. They are: Infancy and
Child Psychology, Preschool
Practicum, Child Development
160, and Quest, a tutorial program
offered by the Elementary Education Department.
Infancy teaches students
about infant behavior. Students
are required to spend two hours
per week outside of class working
with children at one of the participating centers or schools.
One of these centers is the Infant-Toddler Center, a child care
center with children ranging in
age from 2 months to 3 years. The
center is divided into two sections, one for infants and one for
toddlers. I spent most of my time
with the toddlers because they intrigued me more than infants and
kept me on my toes. Believe me,
the older they are, the more challenging they become. At the center my duties consisted of reading
books to the children, playing
games with them, and observing
them at play. I also helped serve
lunch and watched over them at
lunch time.
In Child Psychology students
learn about children and their behavior. The course requires two
hours per week out of class working with elementary school children. Students can work on a oneto-one basis with a child: tutoring, playing educational games,
and observing the child in the
classroom. They can also work as
teacher aides in classroom situations. Students choose what they
want to do and what age group
they would like to work with.
Dr. Gene Medinnus, who teaches Child Psychology and In -

The Reward
of a
Child’s Smile

Thomas Hardy
Student and child share intimate moments, both growing
in knowledge and friendship.
Thomas Hardy

fancy, said that from actually
working with children, students
learn more about child management than in the classroom. They
also learn positive and encouraging techniques for working with
children. They also learn just how
much patience it requires. Most
of all, students learn about themselves.
"Some students thought that
they wanted to teach elementary
school, but after the experience
decided they didn’t," Medinnus
said. "They wouldn’t have known
this without the experience."
Another course in which students work with elementary
school children is Quest, a tutorial
program where students work
with one child instead of a class.
Students are required to attend
scheduled workshops where they
learn suggested tutoring methods. Advisor follow-up is also an
essential part of this program.
The most rewarding thing I got
out of this course was that I
gained a child as a friend.
Another course, Preschool
Practicum, is a requirement for
social science majors concentrating in child development. This
course requires that students
work in the Child Development
Laboratory School located on
campus.
Professor Robert Spaulding,
coordinator and one of the advisors of the Child Development
Program, said that students are
required to do a variety of tasks in
the laboratory. It is important to
learn to handle children and find
ways to encourage them. Students also learn to observe the
children and keep daily records
assessing the children’s development.
Students who take these
courses do not have to be interested in a career of working with
children. I took the courses because I love children and thought
it would be fun. It was. People
tend to forget that children will be
the adults of tomorrow. 84
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Students who are also parents have
special problems and joys.

Juggling Kids, Dishes and Midterms
are major considerations. Private child care centers cost from
$80-$200 per month. Along with tuition, this can create serious financial hardships.
My solution was to create a
neighborhood child care co-op. At
my local park, I met other parents who wanted to exchange
child care. Three other mothers
and I developed a reliable, safe,
flexible, and inexpensive system.
Basically, we try to keep an even
balance between time spent
watching other children and time
others have spent watching our
children.
Our
neighborhood
co-op
works well, but, as a student, find-

found a way to create more time.
As school work piles up and
time becomes more precious, intimate family relationships are
easy to overlook. I have come to
realize that scheduling activities
together is not only good for the
whole family, but also helps relieve the stress of academia that I
constantly feel.
Yet time is limited and scholastic parents feel guilty about
their choice to attend school.
Debbie, an SJSU student, has
a two-hour commute, works a
week -end job and has two young
children. For her, and many other
mothers, the shadow of guilt is a
familiar companion.

". . . joyous laughter and loving hugs
are the balm of rejuvenation after a
long day at school."

Illustration by Andrea Horn
by Diana Hull
and a chirping
It’s 7:00 a.m. voice
overrides
two-year-old
the screech of the alarm. The
morning ritual to beat the clock
begins. I pull my clothes on, dress
a wiggly kid, search for a missing
shoe, try to serve a nourishing
breakfast, pack lunches and take
something out of the freezer for
dinner. Gathering books, packs,
lunches and coats, I race to deliver my son to day care, catch
the bus and arrive at San Jose
State by 8:30 a.m. I slip into my
seat attempting to apper alert, organized and calm, even though I
was doing homework until midnight, and the morning rush, has
left me exhausted. Another school
day begins.

By itself, raising children is a
demanding, full-time job. And for
those of us who have chosen to
carry the extra weight of books,
exams, term papers and grades,
life gets complicated. Being a
parent and a student can be frustrating.
Scholastic parents face a variety of problems. Child care,
time and guilt are just a few. For
many, child care is the largest
obstacle. SJSU has just one child
care center, which serves only 40
children. The six-month waiting
list, as well as the minimum age
limit of 211 years, makes the
school inaccessible to most parents. So other child care solutions
must be found.
Cost, trust and convenience

ing time to repay is often difficult.
So the group decided that other
tradeable talents could be used.
For example, my husband, who is
a percussion teacher, gives music
lessons in exchange for child
care.
For all students, time management is a must. For students
who are also parents, the unpredictable nature of children can
destroy the most well-organized
schedule. School work, housework and family relationships
must be prioritized. My son ranks
at the top of the list. Indeed, his
request to "study" blocks with
him is a welcome diversion from
school work.
Kay, the mother of three preteens and a student, says time
problems have continued even as
her children have grown. Their
needs for help with homework,
chaperoning, and shuttling to and
from activities replace the more
personal demands of a small
child. But at least her older children can help with housework.
Kay has worked out a fair arrangement. Her entire family
gets involved in chores. Each person is responsible for one meal
and a load of laundry a week.
In my case, a two-year-old
and a busy husband offer little assistance. By the end of my school
week, dishes, laundry, toys and
school papers are scattered
throughout the house. I haven’t

"The guilt stems from the unsureness of how time away will
affect ( my children’s) mental development," said Debbie. "I’m
setting an example for them to go
to college . . .but at what price?"
Debbie meets her family’s
needs by setting aside specific
time for study and school. The
rest of her time at home is devoted to the family.
I spend as much quality time
as possible with my son to compensate for the days we aren’t together, whether it’s sitting on the
floor building blocks or letting
him help me cook. By fulfilling his
needs for attention and affection,
he learns to allow me the extra
space I need as a student.
In spite of all the difficulties
we parents who are also students
face, the joys and rewards of having children add depth and purpose to scholastic accomplishments. We know we will be better
parents for our children. At the
very least, going to school and
being a parent forces us to become organized and more efficient.
Riding home on the 5:00 p.m.
bus, my thoughts are filled with
the anticipation and desire of
being with my son again. As I
enter the house about 7 p.m., excited chatter, joyous laughter,
and loving hugs are the balm of
rejuvenation after a long day at
school. LE
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ecluded in the Santa Cruz
Mountains, 20 minutes from
the grocery store, overlooking a valley of redwoods and madrones, raccoons and bobcats,
lives a most fascinating man. His
name is Dr. Frank Rogers, an
English professor, writer, artist,
builder, renaissance man.
A visit with Rogers is an escape to the world of the possible.
Nearly deaf, with his mobility
limited by a cardiovascular disorder, Rogers has a succession of
accomplishments.
From
his
wheelchair at SJSU and his tractor at home, the professor teaches, lives, and works toward
goals most of us would find impossible. But then we left the ordinary world when we entered his;
deny the impossible, expect the
fantastic.
The first thing you notice

when visiting this special man is
that he lives in a rather special
home. In fact, it is best described
as Euclidian in nature. It’s a
dome home.
The Rogers’ geodesic dome,
which he, his wife and son began
building in 1979, sits on the side of
a mountain. He and his wife,
Mary Ann, have lived in the partially finished dome since 1980,
when a storm shook up their construction-site-trailer home. Their
trailer seemed destined for a
crashing defeat and the storm a
rising victory. Since the hour of
windy peril, the Rogers have
spent their nights asleep in the
dome and many of their days
working to complete the interior,
a stage they are presently in.
When asked why he lives in
the dome as opposed to a conventional home, he answered simply,

.111

--
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Writer, Weaver, Builder,
True Renaissance Man...
Dr. Frank Rogers

Top: The Rogers inspect a young plant in the wild near their
home. Middle: Rogers uses Porno Indian techniques to weave
baskets and works on finishing his home. Bottom: An
assortment of intricately woven moments of idle time.

"The human soul is not square."
Now that answer may sound
slightly ethereal, but as the professor points out, so much of life is
circular.
"Why violate your own -nature? Blend with the landscape."
The interior of the dome is as
unique as the half-moon exterior
and as unique as the individuals
who live there. Rogers has built
much of the furniture himself,
and the woodwork that abounds in
the house is also by his hand. If
you don’t mind a little sawdust,
tile dust or whatever is the present project dust, an exploration
of the house is a journey into how
productive two people can be.
When looking through the
dome, you can’t help but notice
the art that decorates the walls,
the shelves and the table tops.
Some of the work comes from artist friends, and some is the product of Rogers’ and Mary Ann’s
more carefree moments. Making
exquisitely woven baskets with
authentic Indian designs is just
one way this man, with boundless
energy, spends his evenings. A
painting and a charcoal drawing
further show the artist in the
man. In a piece of driftwood on
the dining room table, Rogers
sees a gargoyle seeking release
from his gnarled prison.
Now the possibility of Rogers
creating more than he does at his
lovely home staggers the mind.
But he does. In addition to his
skills as an artist and a builder,
he teaches half-time at SJSU. He,
teaches only half-time because
his health slows him down.
Since about 1968 (Rogers isn’t
really sure about the date anymore), the professor has been developing his own encompassing
criticism for art and literature.
Shall we add scholar to the list?
For the last 16 years, Rogers
has collected, researched, and organized information about his
view of art and literature. From
the prehistoric paintings on the
caves of France to the Impressionist pdtnters and on into litera-

ture, Rogers’ labor of love has
taken shape. In what his editor
has called a "formidable" work,
the professor has created a book
entitled: Painting and Poetry:
Form, Metaphor, and the Language of Literature.
Of all the experiences that
Rogers recalls during the research of his book, the most memorable was an archaeological discovery he and his wife made
while exploring the caves at Lascaux, France. The paintings in
these caves are in the dark, inner
recesses beyond the natural light
of the entrance. Rogers deduced
that the paintings were back in
the dark area of the caves so the
ancient cave dwellers could say.
"So, you want to go see my etchings?" A sense of humor too.
No discussion of Rogers’ life
would be complete without a look
at the part of his life that makes
him whole.
The counterpart that brings
the professor’s world full circle is
his wife. Mary Ann is an artist, a
potter, a weaver of tapestry, a
live-in editor, and a beautiful
companion. Whether single-handedly laying tile on the floor of the
dome or wheeling the professor
around the campus, Mary Ann radiates as much energy as the tireless one himself.
When asked what the professor would do without Mary Ann’s
help, support, constructive criticism, in fact, what he would do
without her, Rogers replied,"Obviously nothing. I wouldn’t be me
without Mary Ann."
Well, what can you do for an
encore when your performance is
brilliant beyond comparison?
The Rogers plan a second,
smaller dome, perhaps to use as a
work room. They are thinking
about a novel, the kitchen, the
back rooms, a vegetable garden,
cutting down the dead madrone
for fire wood . . . .
But what are you going to do
next week Dr. Rogers?
The possibilities are limitless, the probability undeniable=

-’
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Fencing

Michael McGtitre

Stick to things you’re good at.

JOY ELLINGSON

by Cassundra Saulan
What does it mean to be 23
years old, the 1980 Junior Olympics Fencing Champion, twice
named collegiate national champion to have a great shot at the
1984 Summer Olympics?
According to Joy Ellingson,
an SJSU industrial arts major, it
means "fencing five days a week,
running most mornings, and
studying on planes and between
tournament rounds."
Ellingson has won over 90
percent of her collegiate matches,
and her place on the Olympic
team seems assured.
"I have a pretty slim chance
of getting a medal, but you never
know," Ellingson said. "The Europeans are very good. They are
faster and their distance is better.
One reason they are so good is
that they can constantly compete
against each other. If we could
live over there for a couple of
years, we’d do better."
To train for the 1984 Olympics, Ellingson is taking a leave of
absence from SJSU. But after the
games, she says, "I think I might
take a year off ( training), go back
to school, start a career, and then
come back for the 1988 games."
"It’s a head, eye, hand and
feet game," Ellingson said.
"Fencing is a physical game of
chess."
The training uses a repetition
of lunges and foil work, which
often stresses one side of the
body.
"I’m left-handed so the left
side of my body is two inches
larger than my right side," she
said. "I can’t wear designer
jeans."
For Joy Ellingson, the road to
the Olympics began long before
labeled jeans became important.
She was nine years old when a
family friend taught her the basics of fencing.
"You tend to stick to those
things you’re good at," she said,
"and I was good at fencing right
away." Ea

The Pursui
Drives Oly
by Brenda Waterloo
The Olympics are the ultimate proving grounds for athletic competition. The
games bring together exquisitely prepared men and women in a pressure.
cooker situation. All of them are striving
for the same goal: victory.
The athletes who are best prepared,
physically and mentally, have the edge to
become the victors. Grasping for that
something extra, fighting for that small
margin, the great champions create themselves. Olympic immortals like Jesse
Owens, Bruce Jenner and Jene-Claude
Kitty strive for that special "something"
to set them apart.
The Olympics have always been a
place of athletic achievement. The games
were a part of the Hellenic sports heritage
long before they were formalized and held
on a regular basis.
Although there is a long history of
Greek athletic competition, the Olympic
games’ recorded beginning was in 776 B.C.
when lphitas, King of Elis, established the
games. The prophets of the Oracle at Delphi suggested that the contests might
please the gods and rid the country of a disastrous plague. Eventually, the games
became a regularly staged event. An armistice was declared for each Olympiad
that was held in wartime, allowing athletes safe passage to the arena.
The Olympics were a very important
part of ancient Greek civilization. The
games served as a source of cultural identity and as a religious celebration. But, as
in modern times, the greatest appeal of
the games was entertainment. The finest
athletes in the land were assembled for
competition.
With the decline of the Greek citystates came a gradual decline of the Olympics. Participants became professionals.
and corruption entered into the judging. In
394 A.D. the games were abolished by the
Christian Emperor Theodosius.
The revival of the Olympic Games in
1896 is credited to the French aristocrat
Baron Pierre de Coubertin. De Coubertin
believed that peace among nations could
come with the development of good will
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Excellence
lc Athletes
among individuals. He chose the Olympic
arena as the vehicle to spread his ideal of
good will. Also, the Baron believed that
sports could help the young of all nations.
The first modern Olympics were, appropriately, held in Athens. The outstanding athlete tif the first Olympiad was Robert Garrett of the United States. He won
medals in the discus, the shot put, the high
jump, the long jump and the standing
triple jump.
But what about the athletes competing
in 1984? How are we to understand the
mental and physical profile of the Olympic
athlete today? What does it take to be an
Olympic hopeful?
Olympians are affected by various
pressures from their governments, from
the press and from their fellow countrymen. These factors, along with their own
personal pressures and drives, make the
process of becoming an Olympian an arduous task. Although the nature of these
pressures is different among the athletes
of the various nations, a common bond exists between all athletes. All of them are
people driven by themselves to attain a
goal, to strive for their own personal perfection. They become their sport.
The price for success in the Olympics
is becoming greater. An athlete must be
developed into a human machine if he or
she expects to be competitive. The dedication Olympic athletics requires is a fulltime job in itself. The drive for excellence
is emotionally and physically draining. As
the games become even more competitive, athletes are under pressure to endure more pain and push harder.
Successful amateur athletes are often
criticized because of their lifestyle: total
devotion to their sports at the expense of
their careers, their families and, in some
instances, their health. This lifestyle is the
inevitable consequence of the requirements of a world-class performance.
Olympic competition is so severe that to
become complacent could mean the loss of
a chance to compete.
Tho lifestyle begins with training.
continued on page 17
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Hurdling
by Rodney I urner

It’s a hot sunny day at San
Jose City College. The Bruce Jenner Classics are under way, and
the competition is heating up.
Bernie Holloway is jockeying for
first place in the 400 meter race.
While their opponents chase with
futile effort 30 yards behind, two
runners are shoulder to shoulder,
trying to get the edge. Both runners extend their arms at the finish line. The winner is Bernie Holloway, by a nose.
Holloway, the quiet, 5-foot-10,
400 meter hurdler is a potential
candidate for the 1984 Olympic
track team.
An SJSU senior majoring in
political science, Holloway said
that his one Olympic objective is
to finish first. Although he said
that the hardest part is getting to
the Olympic trials, Holloway’s
time in the 400 meter hurdles has
already qualified him to compete
in June.
Preparing for the Olympics is
no easy task. Holloway said that
his training involves a rugged and
intense six-day-a-week program.
The Olympic hopeful attributed a
good mental attitude to sustaining
his will to strive for the top.
"You can’t doubt yourself or
you’ll go into a slump," he said.
"A positive mental attitude is
very important. Any serious athlete’s personal life must also be
incorporated into their athletic
perspective. You can’t be a hard
partier every weekend and expect
to win. In order to be the best, you
have to sacrifice some things."
The humble-looking track
speedster said that he became a
participant of track and field
while in the 10th grade. He realized his potential when he won the
California State Championships
in the 300 low hurdles while still in
high school.
In addition to starring for
SJSU in the 400 meter and in the
one-mile relay, Holloway has won
several meets, including a fourth
place finish in the 1982 NCAA
Championships. ULU

Pat Conrad

Objective is to finish first.

BERNIE HOLLOWAY

filpf
All
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"YOU DON’T WANNA GET
FILLED UP TATI ; I :J YOU’RE GOOFYFOOTING THROUGH A TUBE.
YOU KNOW WHAT I MEAN?"
Corky Carroll
Former Surfing
Champion
,

Captain Crunch
vs.
Dining Commons
by Terri Lynn Minucciani
From dormitory life to apartment dwelling, I have sought the
college adventures that Penthouse Forum writes about, only to
have enough material for the
Campus Comedy department of
Reader’s Digest. I have tried it all
the "dorms" (a pet name for
group-living complex with monastery-like luxuries), a sorority
house (with more Macy’s fashions than Macy’s itself), and
apartment life (living with Captain Crunch).

"I’ll eat it if it
doesn’t move."

ALWAYS WANTED
I VI 4 :41 I IE
IN A BEER. AND LESS.

’R3 Wier BrewIng Co NI,or

It all began in the fall of 1980
when I moved into West Hall. I remember my father nearly having
a heart attack as he climbed 11
flights of stairs because the elevators had predictably broken
down.
Since then, I have lived with
70 roommates, (all 65 sorority
girls are potential roommates)
and have evolved from "a fussy
eater" to an "I’ll eat it, if it
doesn’t move" eater. Still, I
dream of home, clean laundry
and delicious food all memories now.
My college education was enriched each time I moved into
new living quarters or got new
roommates. I’ve learned to live
without my stereo (which will
probably have to be oiled after
four years of KBAY). I actually
enjoy the blaring sounds of
rock’n’roll through paper-thin
walls.
I now appreciate the good old
days at home when I had to share
a bathroom with only my two sis-
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Uncle Sam Wants You,
Too!
by Jennifer Garza
ters, rather than nine sorority
girls. And, believe it or not, now
that I’m doing my own cooking, I
miss the convenience of dorm
food.
Yes, just like Mom said, living on campus has helped me to
grow in a number of ways, including 20 additional pounds in my
freshman year. Through an abundance of pancakes, beer, starchy
foods and soft ice cream (YUM! ),
I made the jump from a size
seven to 11 in just one semester.
(Too bad my grades didn’t rise as
fast.)
Four years later, substantially reduced in weight, I do miss
the ease of getting a good meal at
the dorm’s dining commons. I’ve
gone from three meals a day to
relying on Captain Crunch cereal
to get me through. I have tried everything from frozen dinners to
Dominoe’s pizza everynight, only
to return faithfully to the Captain.
I’ve had quite a variety of
roommates in four years. I’ve
shared rooms with women who
have never shared anything in
their lives, except their boyfriends. I have lived with others
who have changed their sheets
only once a semester, usually to
wear them to a toga party.
Yet I wouldn’t trade the additional pounds, the sloppy roommates or the questionable taste of
dorm food for commuting. I have
always been a part of my campus.
Because it is so close, I can
take, and have taken, advantage
of the Wednesday night movies,
early morning exercise classes
and campus job opportunities. I
have attended a number of social
functions from fraternity parties
to a journalism banquet.
I made friends from my sorority and the dorms who will be
life-long friends, soon shifting
from bunk buddies to professional
friends. (No, this is not another
commercial from Pacific Bell.)
Finally, I’ve grown to love
SJSU because I have spent four
years of my life here, from morning to evening to morning again.
It has been worth every stomachache lever got from dorm food.IIII

Traditionally this slogan was
aimed towards men, but
since 1972 all branches of the
military have been open to
women, with the exception of
combat infantry.
Due to economic instability, a
tough competitive job market and
a rise in patriotism, military
school enrollment has increased.
The San Jose State University
ROTC ( Reserved Officers Training Corps) has been no exception
in this increase. It is a voluntary,
four-year course designed to educate the student in military command and leadership.
Women are slowly toppling
barriers and assuming leadership
in a field which has been traditionally closed to them. In the
past, if a woman was in the armed
services, she was a nurse or a
clerk. Not anymore.
Suzanne Leafgren, an SJSU
senior majoring in sociology, will
serve four years as a military police officer after graduating.
"I’m not scared, just excited," she said calmly.
Leafgren served two years in
the military as a pharmaceutical
technician. She wanted to advance in her military career as
well as receive a college education. She won an ROTC scholarship to SJSU.

"Byjoining the military, I
won’t have the same
worries as most college
graduates."
When she graduates in May,
she will have both a sociology degree and a rank as second lieutenant in the army. She will automatically out-rank 83 percent of
enlisted personnel because of her
college education. Her starting
pay will be $20,000 plus benefits,
the same amount a man with
her experience would receive.
Whether or not she decides to pursue a military career, Leafgren
feels it "is good experience, good
for my career, and (it) will look
good on (my) resume."

"I don’t want to worry about
whether or not I’ll get a job," Pascual said. "By joining the military, I won’t have the same worries as most college graduates."
With jobs becoming more
specialized, recent college graduates are having a harder time
finding a job. Pascual feels she
will get the necessary experience
in the army.

In the past if a woman was
in the armed services she
was a nurse or a clerk.
Not anymore.

Doug Balunis
Female cadets, shown above, receive no special treatment during
training.
Leafgren speaks very positively about the ROTC program
at SJSU. The program is divided
into two sections: Basic Course
and Advanced Course. Basic
Course is for freshmen and sophomores, and Advanced Course is
taken during the cadet’s junior
and senior years. There is no military obligation in Basic Course.
However, when a cadet begins
Advanced Course a "contract" is
signed. The cadet is then committed to perform six years of
military service.
Scholarships are also offered
in the ROTC. Such scholarships
pay full tuition costs, book and
laboratory fees, plus $100 per
month for personal spending (for
up to 10 months of the year).
Melody Pascual, an administration of justice major, had no
military experience prior to joining San Jose State’s ROTC program. The next thing she knew,
she was on her way to Fort Knox,
Kentucky for Basic Camp. Pascual was looking for both job security and work experience.

Both Leafgren and Pascual
feel they are treated the same as
the male cadets. Pascual said
that sometimes she wishes she
was "treated differently." Neither woman fears discrimination
in the "real" military.
In 1983 the ROTC program
had 13 women. This year there
are 26. Why the increase in military courses?
"Visibility," Pascual said.
"A lot of women never really
think about joining the ROTC.
Then they see other women in the
program. They hear about the
good pay and benefits, the job security. Then they become interested."
Perhaps patriotism is another factor in the rising enrollment. After the Korean Airlines
tragedy and the attack on Grenada, national polls showed that
patriotism had increased.
"You never know," said Personnel Officer Robin Garro. "Everybody has his/her own reason
for joining. It (patriotism) could
be a factor, but I think basically
more and more people are realizing what a good career move it
is."
Though the military is not for
everybody, it should be considered. Competitive salaries, excellent benefits, and experience are
just a few of the bonuses the military offers. /3 1
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ELECTION ’84
by Jennifer Garza
In the 60’s students protested,
demonstrated and boycotted to
express their political beliefs.
"End the War ! ," "Support the
Strike!," "U.S. out of South Africa!," were chants heard on college campuses across the nation.
After the Vietnam War, students
became apathetic. The hottest political issues on campus in 1980
were draft registration and student loans. But in 1984 the pendulum is beginning to swing back.
Though not using methods of
the 60’s, students are once again
becoming involved. Students are
committing themselves not only
to issues but to candidates.
Political discussions are heating up. The question this year is
"Who are you voting for?" not
"Are you going to vote?"
Carmen Guttierrez, 22, is
casting her vote for Jesse Jackson on June 5 in the California primary. Guttierrez, a SJSU business major, had little interest in
politics until Jackson announced
his candidacy. She feels so
strongly about Jackson’s campaign, she has become an active
member in the local Jackson
chapter. Guttierrez will serve as
a delegate at the National Democratic Convention in July.
"The Rainbow Coalition repCraig Sailor
resents all minorities and
Though not using the methods of the 60’s, students are once
women," Guttierrez said. "Jackagain becoming involved. Registering voters is one way to
son has said he will definitely
express this commitment.
have a woman vice-president. Because of Jackson, Mondale and
Hart are forced to talk about issues they would rather avoid El
Salvador, immigration and discomplete accounting
crimination are just a few."
services
The Students for Jackson organization was formed last seaudits
mester and consists of about 15
people. Hispanics, Blacks, Asians
income taxes
and Whites are all part of this
rainbow coalition.
management
Like Guttierrez, Weslee Howell had little political experience.
services
But on June 5, Howell will be casting her vote for another Demofinancial
cratic candidate, Gary Hart.
statements
"First, I’m voting for Hart to
get Reagan out of office," Howell
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
said. "Second, I’m voting for Hart

because I am concerned about
Mondale’s affiliations."
An SJSU public relations
major, Howell became interested
in Hart through a friend. She was
invited to attend a political meeting and was persuaded to run as a
delegate. Though she lost, Howell
is still active in the Students with
Hart campaign. So far the group
consists of only 10 people, but they
hope to have more students involved as the California primary
draws near.
"I’m learning a lot about politics and the political scene," Howell said. Because of her experience in Students with Hart, she is
now considering a career in political public relations.
The Democrats are not the
only ones working hard for their
candidates.
The SJSU College Republicans plan to do their best to keep
President Reagan in office. Paul
Mezzetta, an SJSU business
major, is an active member of
that group. He joined the organization in 1979 after searching for a
challenging extracurricular activity. The group consists of about
30 people.
"Ronald Reagan will win,"
Mezzetta said ."It will take a lot
of work, but he’ll win. Look at
Grenada. After the attack we had
a rally in front of the Student
Union and most people supported
us."
Mezzetta feels that through
his political experience his perspectives have changed dramatically.
"I’ve learned to look at organizations differently," Mezzetta
said.
Students for Jackson, Students with Hart, and the College
Republicans all plan to sponsor
panel discussions to educate the
public on the issues and candidates. All three groups stress the
importance of voter registration.
Carmen Guttierrez, Weslee
Howell, and Paul Mezzetta are
three different people with one
common quality
commitment
to issues and to candidates. El
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CREATING YOUR OWN MAJOR
by Judi Englemnn
Many students find themselves sitting through classes that
have little or nothing to do with
their desired career for the simple reason that these classes are
requirements to qualify for a degree. But there is a better way, as
many SJSU students have discovered. That way is to meet your
personal objectives by creating
your own special major program.
SJSU offers an opportunity
for a small number of students to
tailor a major to meet specific career goals or graduate school objectives. There were approximately 55 students in the Special
Majors program as of January
1984.
"Special major students tend
to be more mature, independent
and motivated," Dr. Cynthia
Margolin said. "The program is
not easy to get into."
Fewer than 50 percent of the
people seeking a special major
get approval. It is often found that
their program can be covered
through traditional channels.

Sometimes this is accomplished
with a double major or an effective major/minor combination.
A special major should not be
looked at as a way to avoid specific classes in a traditional
major.
"The typical example is the
art major who hates art history
and wants to come up with a special major excluding art history,"
Margolin said.
Some of the current special
majors designed by students include medical illustration, gerontology and social process, technical writing and editing, grief and
bereavement process, psychobiology, cross-cultural creative expression, and various language
studies.
Photography is the most popular special major at SJSU with
10 students currently limited to
the program. There is a waiting
list to get into this major. Because
of its popularity, the administration is investigating the possibility of making photography a regu-

Pan-African
Student
Union

Practices Theory

lar major.
As a graduate student, Matt
Moody is creating a special major
in newspaper and magazine design. His program will combine
courses in journalism and mass
communications, industrial studies, and art.
He received a B.A. in religious studies in 1973 and returned
to SJSU with more practical goals
in mind. Working presently on a
newspaper, he wants to improve
his position in the market and
later get a higher paying, more
challenging job. Newspaper design is a new field and entails
"taking and packaging news in
the most economical and visual
way," Moody said. He hopes his
program will serve as a model to
the Department of Journalism
and Mass Communications, possibly adding to the present
strengths of the department.
There are many advantages
to the Special Majors program. If
a student has a definite career or
educational objective in mind, it

by Lester Robinson
When you alleviate the oppression of part of humanity you help to alleviate
the oppression of all humanity.
This is one of the major goals of
the Pan-African Student Union
(PASU), an organization that is
an expression of the consciousness of African people.
PASU takes its ideology from
Dr. Osagefo Kwame Nkrumah,
the leader of Pan-Africanism. Nkrumah was the president of
Ghana in 1957 when that nation received its independence.
"Ghana’s liberation is meaningless as long as all of Africa is
not free," Nkrumah said. "All
people of African descent are African and are part of the African
nation."
PASU believes that only when
Africans are organized can they
deal with other people on an equal
level. Until this goal is accomplished, Africans will be subjected to a web of confusion.
PASU is a unique organization. According to Wasonu Jamarra, a PASU member, it is the
only group in the country that has
Pan-Africanism as its objective.
PASU defines Pan-Africanism as
the total liberation and unifica-

can be pursued by setting up a
specific program. The administrators are helpful and want to
support students who have a valid
academic program. Most importantly, the candidate will graduate with the degree he wants.
Disadvantages include a possible necessity to work alone in independent studies, calling for the
student to be highly motivated.
There also may be problems getting department chairpersons to
allow crossing over departmental
lines. For example, some students with special majors have
experienced difficulty getting
their programs approved, often
having to rewrite them. The student should not depend on a program until it is fully approved. Be
advised to start early with any
program plans and test their feasibility.
In order to establish a special
major, students must have more
than one full year of work still to
be completed to satisfy the
continued on page 17

tion of Africa under scientific socialism.
To accomplish their objective, the group believes it necessary to politically educate the
students. PASU believes students
are an important sector of the
population to organize.
There is a difference between
political education and regular
education. Political education
helps the students to understand
how they fit into society. It also directs and disciplines the students.
Students can be educated and not
understand how they fit into the
overall scheme of things.
Akim, a PASU member, said,
"Once the students are politically
educated, they will be equipped,
theoretically, to serve other sectors of society. All they would
have to do is to apply their theory
with practice."
"Theory without practice is
blind," Nkrumah said.
PASU sponsors several activities including cultural events,
speeches, films and panel discussions. Political education is inherent in all the activities that are
presented by PASU.
The lifestyles of the students
continued on page 17
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THE
IMPACT
OF
COMING
OUT
Kathi Firth
Walking into the light of day, the reality of ridicule and the happiness
of self-fulfillment, homosexuals are struggling and coming out.
by Pearl Crayton
the young debutante
For
about to embark on the social whirl of adult life,
"coming out" involves an exciting party. But for another segment of our population "coming
out" involves a more serious,
sometimes extremely painful process.
The 12 rcrcent of Americans
who are homosexual come from
all social and economic classes.
For them "coming out" can result in rejection and abuse from
family and friends. Still, it is an
essential step in finding a lifestyle
which will suit them and allow
personal happiness.
For Debbie, an attractive,
fair-haired SJSU student, the pain
of homosexuality began when she
faced the fact that she had a crush
on one of her high school girlfriends.

"At the time, I was dating a
wonderful guy named Perry,"
Debbie said. "One night he
wanted me to go to the movies
with him, but I was expecting a
call from Cheryl, so I stayed
home. I realized that I was always happier when I was with
Cheryl than I was with him. That
made me wonder if something
was wrong with me if I was
some kind of freak."
Not having the courage to discuss her fears about her sexuality
with her parents, Debbie entered
a long period of loneliness, guilt
and self-hatred.
Wiggsy Sivertsen, an SJSU
counselor, said that the loneliness/guilt/self-hatred phase is
common in people who try to
come to grips with a sexuality
that society has defined as deviant and degenerate. However,

not all homosexuals go through
this phase.
Another SJSU student, Walter, said that he had his first homosexual experience at age 15
with a classmate of the same age.
He claims he enjoyed it and felt
no guilt. However, he has not
"come out" to his family. He said
he has no plans to do so.
On the other hand, Debbie
said that she has a loving
relationship with her parents. She
is a Christian who has always
been honest with her parents.
They have always been understanding about her problems.
Debbie made an effort to understand feelings she thought
were weird by reading books
about homosexuality. She found
little consolation in these books.
"I would take a book off the
shelf in the library, sit in an iso-

lated area and read," she said. "I
was afraid to let anyone see me
reading those kind of books. I became a homophobic (one who
fears homosexuals). One of my
girlfriends and I made fun of anyone we suspected of being homosexual, and we refused to associate with those people."
Although she continued to
date Perry, Debbie found herself
having crushes on other girls. Finally, she became so miserable
that she decided to seek professional help. But she could not ask
her parents for financial assistance to treat a problem which
she did not have the courage to
tell them about. So she decided to
consult one of the organizations
which help gays. She looked in the
telephone directory under "gay"
and dialed the number listed.
When a female voice answered,
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she slammed the phone down.
"I thought she was one of
those lesbians in leather jackets
and chains," Debbie said. "I had
a horrid image of what kind of
people lesbians were, and I
couldn’t bring myself to talk to
one of them, not even over the
phone. I never got up enough
courage to call that number
again."
But after a few more weeks of
suffering from loneliness, Debbie
resorted to the telephone directory again. This time a young
man answered the phone and invited her to come to a group session.
"Going to that meeting was
the hardest thing I ever did,"
Debbie said. "I was afraid that
someone would see me with those
people, so I didn’t sit near any of
them. Still, everybody acted so
friendly towards me that I went
back again."
Debbie began gradually to accept her sexuality, but she still
did not have the courage to discuss it with her parents. Eventually, she became romantically
involved with another woman,
and one day she went home to talk
to her parents.
Debbie said that her parents
were shocked. For one thing, she
was still dating Perry.
"They were nice about it,"
she said. "At least there was no
big explosion. But they told me
that homosexuality was wrong
and that they would never con-
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tell his ex-wife about his sexuality.
"She would give me all sorts
of trouble if I did," he said. "And
if my supervisor finds out about
it, I will probably lose my job."
Being relaxed about one’s
sexuality does not come easy for
most homosexuals. Debbie said
that although her parents have
accepted her sexuality in some
respects, she still feels isolated
from her family.
"I live at home," Debbie said.
"And whenever I go out with my
lesbian friends, I can’t come
home and talk to my sisters and
brothers about the experiences I
had. I used to do that when I was
dating Perry. Whenever I come
home from an outing, if anyone in
the family asks me if I had fun, I
feel very uncomfortable. I hate to
make up lies, but I have to respect
my parents’ rule.
"I would like to live someplace where I can be myself.
Someplace where my friends can
visit me and feel comfortable.
After I finish paying for my car, I
plan to move from home and
share an apartment with someone."
To pay for her car, Debbie
works part-time while going to
school. She said that her present
job situation is insecure because
she fears that if her employer
finds out about her sexuality, she
will be fired.
"Every time my supervisor
asks me to do anything, I really

"I realized that I was always happier
when I was with Cheryl than I was with
him. That made me wonder if something
was wrong with meif! was some kind
of freak."
done it. They insisted that I never
tell my sisters and brothers.
"They also advised me to not
tell Perry, but I couldn’t agree
with them about him. I felt that he
would understand, and he did.
We’re still friends, and are closer
now because I’m no longer pretending to have a romantic interest in him."
Not all homosexuals have
such confidence in their heterosexual partners. George, an older
student who works for a company
which he describes as conservative, said that he would not dare

do a good job," she said. "No matter what she asks me to do, I
never complain. But I’ve heard
some of my co-workers make derogatory remarks about homosexuals, and my boss goes along
with them. So I have to be very
careful because I like my job and
I have to work."
Although Debbie has made
the initial steps of "coming out,"
some aspects of her life must remain "in the closet" until her parents and American society overcome prejudice against gays.
"I was once a homophobic

myself, so I understand that some
people are afraid of us," Debbie
said. "But we’re not trying to hurt
anybody or make everybody gay.
We just want to live, work and be
happy like other Americans."
The process of "coming out"
can sometimes be very painful
.and isolating for homosexuals. It
can also cause a great deal of
frustration for the families and
friends of homosexuals. But
maybe the most pain comes from
not facing up to one’s sexuality
and being oneself. 84
The names mentioned in this
story have been changed.

Olympics
continued from page Ii
About 20 years ago the training methods
consisted of intense repetitive effort confined to the particular sport of the athlete.
This method has changed dramatically
over the years.
Today’s athletes work hard to develop
any area that might help their sport,
rather than devoting all the time to the
sport itself.
The discus thrower uses a weight
training program to increase overall
strength. He uses a flexibility program to
enhance movement within the throwing
ring. Gymnastics help the thrower’s balance. Computers provide precise motion
analysis. And finally, of course, the athlete practices throwing the discus.
Of all the methods used to enhance
personal performance, weight training is
the most common to all sports. Generally,
the athlete will improve in overall
strength through weight training. This
training is divided into two methods. The
first method is isokinetic. Isokinetics develop the body for fast motions specific to
movements used in the sport. Secondly,
athletes use nautilus equipment. This type
of equipment isolates muscle groups and
develops them throughout their full range
of motion. Also, endurance is improved
through gradual increases in the intensity
of the training.
Imagine the distance runner. You can
expect this athlete to have workouts twice
a day, covering up to 150 miles a week.
Training also includes exhaustive interval
training, which increases the risk of fatigue-related injury. The Olympic athlete
walks the fine edge of a sword that separates injury from peak performance.
Competition and training help the athlete understand the people around him, as
well as helping him to understand himself.
Political differences vanish as opponents
become human beings experiencing the
same victories and defeats.
Competition acts as a bond between
athletes. An athlete can visit another
country without having to learn the language, because every athlete knows the
language of sports.
Citius, Aitius, Fortius.
Faster,
higher, stronger-- the Olympic motto.)
These words create images of the athlete
striving to be the best.
Baron Pierre de Coubertin said, "The
most important thing in life is not the triumph but the struggle. Individual performance is all that matters."
The true spirit of the Olympics remains unchanged: to applaud great effort
and to applaud great athletes. to

Majors
continued from page 15

minimum degree requirements.
Courses used to meet general education requirements may not be
applied towards the requirements
of the special major.
Additionally, the student
must preparc a written statement
discussing the academic and vocational objectives, and show that
existing majors do not meet these
objectives. Then the student must
prepare a list of courses offered
by the university that are to be
considered in the major and suggest a suitable academic adviser.
The Dean of Undergraduate
Studies has final approval of the
Special Major program and also
specifies the title for the major.
Students also must receive written permission from each department chair for the use of the departmental courses in the
program, as well as approval
from each school’s dean.
A special major may become
one of the "special" things in college life. The curriculum set up
by the university is designed to
meet the needs of as many people
as possible. If more direct goals
are desired, a special program
may be the ticket! En

PASU

continued from page 15

who are organizers for PASU are
similar in some respects. They all
have an undying love for humanity. There is a strong sense of
pride among the organizers in
working to create a united Africa,
where Africa would have one
president, one government and
one language.
They understand that organization is the deciding factor in
how successful any group is in accomplishing its objectives. They
strive, therefore, for efficiency.
The students in PASU understand that all human beings and
organizations have contradictions. It is only when a collective
constantly fights against these
contradictions that they are minimized. The positive factors are
made dominant. Organizers are
taught to stand against individualism, to keep money in its proper
perspective, and to put the people’s happiness in the center of all
their activities.
By organizing students here
at SJSU, the Pan-African Student
Union is making strides toward
the ultimate goal of alleviating
oppression throughout the world. al
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by Margaret Connor
1183 foreign stuThis spring,
dents attend SJSU. They
come from Africa, Asia,
Canada, Europe, the Far East,
Latin America and the South Pacific. Each student wears the
"mask" of cultural background in
the form of accents, habits and
appearance.
"Penetrate the mask," said
Vital Vayness, a Radio and TV
major from Israel who lives in the
International Center on 11th
Street. "When you see their personal depth, then you’ll forget
they’re foreign."
The mask is represented
through difficulties in speaking or
writing English and through different cultural values. Homesickness and loneliness, great academic pressures and immigration-related problems also haunt
foreign students.
Even though the international
student has prepared himself by
studying English in his native
country, once in America he does
not hear "textbook" English spoken. Instead, he must learn unfamiliar Californian idioms while
attempting to understand the lifestyle.
In adjusting to lifestyle here,
foreign students learn about their
own values as well. Masfari
Syamsudin is from Jakarta, Indo-
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nesia, where servants are common. In America, he makes his
own bed. This is just one daily
task that was done by servants in
his home country. He laughs because he enjoys doing these
things now.
A foreign student like Masfari
will usually share a room with an
American in the International
Center, which houses 77 students
from many countries. Rooming
tpgether enables the students to
share their different backgrounds
and values.
Another place students learn
about lifestyles is in a dorm. Pang
Wen-Chi (Lisa), a Mass Communications graduate student from
Taiwan, would never have lived
in a co-ed dorm in her home country. Nor would she have seen the
close friendships men and women
develop in the dorm without being
in romantic relationships.
In Royce Hall, Lisa experienced something else she had not
anticipated. The dorms are
empty on weekends. Feeling
lonely, Lisa longed to be back in
Taiwan with her family and
friends. Such homesickness can
affect performance in school.
Undergraduate international
students must enroll in a minimum of 12 units. Going home
without a degree means disgrace
to families who support their
son’s or daughter’s education
abroad. Students must earn good
grades to stay in school, even if
they must spend more time than
other students on homework. Student visas also prohibit work outside of school. As a result, these
students work on campus to earn
extra spending money.
Sometimes even those who
can afford tuition costs have problems withdrawing their own
money from banks at home.
Tayebeh Bagheri, a nutrition
major from Abadan, Iran did not
receive her spring tuition money
until March. The Iranian consulate had to approve and forward
her expense requests to an official
in Iran who assigned a standard
amount, even if it was less than
needed. The petition then passed
through the national bank to the
local one. After the Iranian consul’s approval, Tayebeh’s parents
withdrew money from their account and sent it through the national bank to New York before it
reached Tayebeh.
The foreign student has legitimate needs and SJSU softens the
cultural shock by offering the
services of tutors and counselors.
Tutors are available through the
Community Committee for International Students Center in the
Administration building at SJSU.
Retired English professor Lois
Henderson, community and student volunteers proofread papers.
They tutor foreign students having difficulty with classwork.

SJSU Softens

Michael McGuire
Foreign students have dinner at the International Center. The center helps these students meet new people as well as provide them
with a family-like atmosphere.

"You don’t pay my tuition
or rent, but it’s good to
have someone to talk to."
The administration building
also houses the international advisers. They may simply verify
that a student is enrolled fulltime. Or they will point out pluses
and minuses involved in student
choices. If the student feels a professor discriminates because of
his nationality, the adviser will
work with the student through the
SJSU ombudsman. If the student
has misunderstood a class requirement, the adviser will explain how to resolve the issue.
The guises the problems of
these students assume can be
penetrated in a number of ways.
Tom Coke, one of four international advisers, recommends accepting cultural differences without judgment.
Muriel Andrews, office man-

ager for the International Center,
suggests appproaching a foreign
classmate and asking sincerely,
"Is there anything I can do to help
you?"
Friends help "kill" the feeling of loneliness, according to
Lisa.
"Nobody’s responsible for everyone else’s life," Tayebeh said.
"You don’t pay my tuition or rent,
but it’s good to have someone to
talk to."
Talking penetrates the mask.
Friendships and communication
help the international student determine how much of America he
will accept and how much of his
native country he will keep.
"Gosh, I’m glad I came,"
Vital said. "Whether I stay or not
is irrelevant." FM
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Culture Shock
Fleming Larson writes to family in Denmark.

Deaf Students Want to
Learn and Communicate
by Deanna Duffy
Christopher Luk and Carlo
Chan, SJSU seniors from Hong
Kong, had an impact on my life
from the first day of the semester.
An interpreter sat in front of
our technical writing class and
translated the lecture into American Sign Language for my two
deaf classmates. A woman in the
front row volunteered to take lecture notes for Chris and Carlo.
They would have missed the simultaneous translation had they
written notes themselves. I realized then just how much my
schoolwork would be affected if I
had to depend on my memory and

someone else’s notes.
When we divided into peer editing groups, the instructor asked
me to work with the two deaf students. At first, when I talked I did
not know whether to look at Chris
and Carlo or at the interpreter.
This awkwardness disappeared
after a few minutes. I looked at
Chris or Carlo as I talked, and
they looked at the interpreter. We
agreed to study together outside
of class once a week. This began
our friendship and my sensitivity
to the problems of deafness.
Chris and Carlo communicate
in four languages. Yet, they feel

unhappy because of the separation and loneliness they experience every day. Less than 25 deaf
students are enrolled at SJSU,
and very few people know sign
language. Chris and Carlo seldom
stop outside the Student Union to
talk with classmates about assignments. When Chris and Carlo
communicate with each other,
some students stop, watch for a
while, and then make fun of them.
"The worst thing is when one
or two college students make fun
of me, pretending to use sign language," Carlo said.
Another of their struggles this
semester is the upper division
writing class, which they must
pass with at least a C to graduate.
Carlo is concerned that the grade
he may get in English 100WT will
lower his overall GPA. Chris
Thomas Hardy

Mic ae Mc tiirv

knows his English skills are not
strong; he has never written a
major paper like the one required
for this class.
When asked what is the best
feature of SJSU, Chris answered
the Math-Computer Science Program. When he transferred to
SJSU from Ohlone College, Chris
was the only deaf student in the
program. Disabled Students Services staff sent letters to his teachers explaining that an interpreter
would attend class with him.
"At first the teachers were
nervous," Chris said, "but after a
few days everyone relaxed."
SJSU has provided the education Carlo and Chris need to find
jobs in a field that is not dependent upon verbal communication.
Carlo hopes that when he gets a
job he will find his co-workers
willing to be friendly.
Even at SJSU, the establishment of friendships with hearing
people is not easy.One such friend
told this story to Carlo:
"One day I was walking on
campus and saw Chris. I waved.
He waved. But we couldn’t stop
and talk because I didn’t know
how to sign. I still feel bad when I
remember that day. All at once, I
understood the terrible feeling of
separation because of not being
able to communicate with a
friend."
After the story Carlo said,
"We really don’t want sympathy
because of being deaf. We would
just like a fair chance to learn and
to communicate."
I wonder if I could cope with
the highly oral atmosphere at
SJSU if I were deaf. Ell

Christopher Luk and Carlo Chan
read and write Cantonese and
English. They communicate in
American and Hong Kong Sign
Language.
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